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This case arises from the merger between a private equity sponsor and a

former Delaware corporation. As part of the transaction, the controlling

stockholder received a minority interest in the merged entity, a non-recourse note,

certain authority in the private entity, and, in exchange for fifty-nine percent of his

shares, $31.25 per share in cash. Minority stockholders received $31.25 per share

in cash. A former minority stockholder has brought fiduciary duty claims against

the former directors of the acquired company relating to their conduct in approving

the merger and an aiding and abetting claim against the buyer (collectively, the

p9TUT]SP]cbq') ?] PSSXcX^] c^ P[[TVX]V cWPc cWT R^]ca^[[X]V bc^RZW^[STa T]VPVTS X]

self-dealing, the former stockholder alleges that the merger was consummated at

an unfair price, through an inadequate procTbb( P]S X] eX^[PcX^] ^U cWT R^\_P]hsb

charter. The Defendants have moved for summary judgment.

6c cWT RT]cTa ^U cWT 9TUT]SP]cbs \^cX^] Xb fWTcWTa a^Qdbc _a^RTSdaP[

protections were used that entitle the merger to review under the deferential

business judgment rule instead of the exacting entire fairness standard.

A transaction involving a third party and a company with a controller stockholder

is entitled to review under the business judgment rule if the transaction is

(1) recommended by a disinterested and independent special committee and

(2) approved by stockholders in a non-waivable vote of the majority of all the

minority stockholders.
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Because of the procedural protections that were used, the Court reviews the

merger under the business judgment rule. The Court concludes that there is no

dispute of material fact that the merger-related decisions of the directors of the

former company were attributable to a rational business purpose and that the buyer

fPb P] Pa\bs [T]VcW QXSSTa) IWT U^a\Ta bWPaTWolder asserts a duty of loyalty claim

PVPX]bc cWT SXaTRc^ab U^a R^]bRX^db[h SXbaTVPaSX]V P _a^eXbX^] X] cWT R^\_P]hsb

RWPacTa aT`dXaX]V cWPc cWT R^]ca^[[X]V bc^RZW^[STa aTRTXeT pT`dP[q R^]bXSTaPcX^] Pb

all other stockholders in a merger. Because there is no dispute of material fact that

the former directors did not act in bad faith, and because the Defendants are

entitled to judgment on all claims asserted against them, the Court grants the

9TUT]SP]cbs \^cX^]b U^a bd\\Pah YdSV\T]c ^] P[[ R^d]cb)

The Plaintiff, Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority

&pH;FI6q ^a cWT pF[PX]cXUUq'( QaX]Vb R[PX\b arising from the buy-out (the

pCTaVTaq' ^U 9TUT]SP]c HG6 ?]cTa]PcX^]P[( ?]R) &pHG6q ^a cWT p8^\_P]hq' Qh

9TUT]SP]cb Fa^eXST]RT ;`dXch FPac]Tab BB8 &pFa^eXST]RTq' P]S Xcb aT[PcTS

entities.1 SEPTA asserts fiduciary duty claims against the former directors of SRA

&cWT pHG6 9XaTRc^abq ^a cWT p7^PaSq'( fW^ X]R[dST ;a]bc K^[VT]Pd &pK^[VT]Pdq'(

1 The related entities are Defendants Providence Equity Partners VI L.P., Providence Equity
Partners VI-A L.P., Sterling Parent Inc., Sterling Merger Inc., and Sterling Holdco Inc. Verified
HTR^]S 6\) 8[Pbb 6RcX^] 8^\_[) &p8^\_[)q' l +) Some of these entities were formed by
Providence for the purpose of structuring a transaction with SRA. Transmittal Aff. of Robert B.
Gi[\^aT c^ cWT E_T]X]V 7a) X] Hd__) ^U cWT HG6 9TUb)s C^c) U^a Hd\\) @) &p=X[\^aT 6UU)q'
Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 16.
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cWT U^a\Ta R^]ca^[[X]V bc^RZW^[STa ^U HG6( P]S HcP]c^] 9) H[^P]T &pH[^P]Tq'( cWT

U^a\Ta RWXTU TgTRdcXeT ^UUXRTa &p8;Eq' ^U HG6( aT[PcX]V c^ cWTXa R^]SdRc X]

connection with the Merger.2 SEPTA also asserts that Providence aided and

PQTccTS cWT HG6 9XaTRc^abs QaTPRW ^U cWTXa UXSdRXPah SdcXTb)

I. BACKGROUND

A. An Overview of the Claims

SEPTA has asserted four claims in its Verified Second Amended Class Action

8^\_[PX]c &cWT p8^\_[PX]cq')

# Count I asserts a breach of the duty of loyalty and duty of care against the
SRA Directors (including Volgenau) for approving the merger agreement,
disclosing misleading or incomplete information, and failing to disclose
material information.

# Count II asserts a breach of the duty of loyalty and duty of care against
K^[VT]Pd P]S H[^P]T) K^[VT]Pd Xb PRRdbTS ^U p_[P]]X]V( bcadRcdaX]V P]S
timing the [Merger] to benefit himself . . . at the unfair expense of the
stockholders and in violation of the equal treatment provision of the
Certificate of Incorporation.q3 H[^P]T Xb P[[TVTS c^ WPeT pT]R^daPVTNSO P]S
UPRX[XcPcTNSO cWT NCTaVTaOq P]S K^[VT]Pdsb bT[U-dealing conduct.4

# 8^d]c ??? PbbTacb cWPc Fa^eXST]RT PXSTS P]S PQTccTS cWT HG6 9XaTRc^abs
breach of fiduciary duties in Counts I and II.5

2 The former directors of SRA arT4 K^[VT]Pd( @^W] L) 7PacTa &p7PacTaq'( BPaah G) ;[[Xb &p;[[Xbq'(
CX[Tb G) =X[Qda]T &p=X[Qda]Tq'( L) G^QTac =aPUc^] &p=aPUc^]q'( LX[[XP\ I) ATTeP] &pATTeP]q'(
CXRWPT[ G) A[TX] &pA[TX]q'( H[^P]T( P]S =PX[ G) LX[T]bZh &pLX[T]bZhq')
3 Compl. ¶ 114. Arguably, the Plaintiff has alleged its fiduciary duty claim relating to the charter
against Volgenau in both Counts II and IV. The Court will address this claim in Count IV.
4 Id. at ¶¶ 113-16.
5 It is unclear whether the Complaint also alleges that Providence aided and abetted the breach of
loyalty claim set forth in Count IV.
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# Count IV asserts that the SRA Directors breached their fiduciary duties by
approving the Merger in eX^[PcX^] ^U HG6sb RTacXUXRPcT ^U X]R^a_^aPcX^] &cWT
pRTacXUXRPcTq ^a pRWPacTaq')

B. Procedural History

Following the announcement of the Merger, SEPTA filed its original

complaint on April 7, 2011. Thereafter, it filed a Motion for Preliminary

Injunctive Relief based on unresolved disclosure claims, but withdrew its motion

when the Defendants made supplemental disclosures. On June 21, 2011, the

Plaintiff filed its most recent Complaint. The SRA Defendants filed a Motion for

Judgment on the Pleadings as to Count IV, which the Court granted in part and

denied in part.6 IWT 8^dac WT[S cWPc pH;FI6sb R[PX\ cWPc cWT CTaVTa Xb X]eP[XS

UPX[b Pb P \PccTa ^U [Pfq d]STa 2 Del. C. § 124. However, the Court denied the

9TUT]SP]cbs \^cX^] c^ SXb\Xbb pH;FI6sb R[PX\ cWPc NcWT HG6 9XaTRc^absO

QaTPRWTS cWTXa UXSdRXPah SdcXTb Qh P__a^eX]V P caP]bPRcX^] cWPc eX^[PcTS HG6sb

RTacXUXRPcT ^U X]R^a_^aPcX^])q7

C. Parties

SEPTA was a stockholder of SRA at the time of the Merger. Volgenau

founded SRA in 1978.8 SRA is a leading provider of technology solutions and

6 Se. Pa. Transp. Auth. v. Volgenau, 2012 WL 4038509 (Del. Ch. Aug. 31. 2012).
7 Id. at *3.
8 IaP]b\XccP[ 6UU) ^U 6) MPRWPah DPh[^a HdQ\XccTS X] Hd__) ^U F[)sb E\]XQdb 6]bfTaX]V 7a) X]
E__s] c^ 9TUb)s C^cb) f^a Hd\\) @) &pDPh[^a 6UU)q' ;g) - &K^[VT]Pd 9T_)' Pc 3)
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professional services, primarily to the federal government.9 SRA serves customers

in four markets: national security, civil government, health, and intelligence and

space. At the time of the Merger, Sloa]T fPb HG6sb 8;E. The Board consisted

of Volgenau, Sloane, Klein, Gilburne, Grafton, Barter, Ellis, Keevan, and

Wilensky.

Providence is a private equity firm specializing in equity investments in

media, communications, information services, and education.10

D. History of SRA

K^[VT]Pd WPb QTT] HG6sb R^]ca^[[X]V bc^RZW^[STa Ua^\ Xcb X]RT_cX^] X]

1978. In 2002, the Company made an initial public offering. As a public

company, SRA had two classes of common stock: Class A and Class B. The only

difference between the two classes of stock was that a holder of Class A stock was

entitled to one vote per share, while a holder of Class B stock was entitled to ten

votes per share.11 Despite owning only 21.8 percent of the outstanding equity of

the Company, Volgenau retained control of SRA through his ownership of Class B

common stock, which enabled him to control approximately 71.8 percent of the

voting power.12

9 Naylor Aff. Ex. 23 (Lenders Presentation) at 11.
10 Naylor Aff. Ex. 4 (Richardson Dep.) at 21.
11 Naylor Aff. Ex. ,. &6\T]STS % GTbcPcTS 8TacXUXRPcT ^U ?]R^a_^aPcX^] ^U HG6' &p8TacXUXRPcT ^U
?]R^a_^aPcX^]q' Pc l 6),)
12 Naylor Aff. Ex. 26 (Proxy) at 78.
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J]STa cWT cTa\b ^U HG6sb RTacXUXRPcT( K^[VT]Pd R^d[S R^]eTacoat any

timeoeach share of his Class B common stock to one share of Class A common

stock. Each Class B share was also subject to an automatic conversion at the same

one-to-one ratio upon the occurrence of certain events, such as the death of the

holder, loss of competency, and if the holder became eighty years old and was no

longer affiliated with the Company.13 The certificate also required that the holders

of Class A and Class B common stock be treated equally in the event of a merger.14

6b K^[VT]Pd cTbcXUXTS X] WXb ST_^bXcX^]( cWT pprimary objective in having Class B

stock was to prevent harmful takeovers of the company, not to enrich the Class B

bWPaTW^[STab)q15

SEPTA asserts that Volgenau dominated and controlled SRA.16 There is no

doubt that Volgenau, even after stepping down as SG6sb 8;E X] ,**,( TgTaRXbTS

considerable influence over the operations of the Company in his capacities as

13 Naylor Aff. Ex. 24 (Certificate of Incorporation) at ¶ A.6(b).
14 Id) Pc l 6)3) IWT _a^eXbX^] bcPcTb4 pJ_^] cWT \TaVTa ^a R^]b^[XSPcX^] ^U cWT 8^a_^aPcX^]
(whether or not the Corporation is the surviving entity), holders of each class of Common Stock
will be entitled to receive equal per share payments or distributions, except that in any
transaction in which shares of capital stock are distributed to holders of Common Stock, the
shares of capital stock distributed to holders of Class A Common Stock and Class B Common
Stock may differ as to voting and conversion rights, but only to the extent that the voting and
conversion rights of the Class A Common Stock and the Class B Common Stock differ in this
8TacXUXRPcT ^U ?]R^a_^aPcX^])q I^ P\T]S ^a aT_TP[ P]h _a^eXbX^] X] cWT certificate required the
consent of 67 percent of the outstanding Class A shares and Class B shares, voting separately as
a single class. Id. at ¶ A.11.
15 Naylor Aff. Ex. 3 (Volgenau Dep.) at 14-15.
16 F[)sb E\]XQdb 6]bfTaX]V 7a) X] E__s] c^ 9TUb)s C^cb) U^a Hd\\) @) &pF[)sb 7a)q' 3-11.
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Chairman of the Board and controlling stockholder.17 Volgenau actively

_PacXRX_PcTS X] cWT bT[TRcX^] ^U WXb aT_[PRT\T]c( GT]Pc^ 9XFT]cX\P &p9XFT]cX\Pq'(

P]S 9TFT]cX\Psb bdRRTbb^a( H[^P]T) 6b cWT 8^\_P]h bcadVV[TS d]STa H[^P]T( WT

aTVd[Pa[h R^]UTaaTS fXcW H[^P]T ^] P[[ p\PY^a STRXbX^]b)q18 Perhaps neither of

these actions is unusual for a Chairman. But, as a controlling stockholder,

K^[VT]Pdsb X]U[dT]ce was more pervasive. When Sloane terminated the

employment of a valuable executive, Volgenau arranged to keep the former

employee engaged as a consultant to SRA.19 As SRA struggled under Sloane,

SRA began considering possible strategic alternatives, including a sale of the

Company. During that time, Volgenau was actively involved in the decision to

_dabdT P bcaPcTVXR caP]bPRcX^] P]S X] T]bdaX]V cWPc cWT 8^\_P]hsb TcWXRb ^U W^]Tbch

and service would be preserved.20

SEPTA attempts to cast a negative liVWc ^] K^[VT]Pdsb X]bXbcT]RT ^]

_aTbTaeX]V cWT 8^\_P]hsb eP[dTb P]S Rd[cdaT( PbbTacX]V cWPc Xc WPS P p]TVPcXeT

17 Naylor Aff. Ex. 2/ &9aPUc ^U K^[VT]Pdsb 7^^Z' Pc ,*1-16.
18 Id. at 215-16.
19 Id. at 215.
20 See Naylor Aff. Ex. 3 (Volgenau Dep.) at 27-28. Volgenau created SRA with the intention of
ST\^]bcaPcX]V pcWPc P R^\_P]h fXcW WXVW eP[dTb P]S Rd[cdaT RP] QT P QdbX]Tbb bdRRTbb)q
Tra]b\XccP[ 9TR[) ^U ATeX] C) 8^T] &p8^T] 9TR[)q' ;g) -0) IWT R^aT eP[dTb ^U HG6 fTaT
W^]Tbch P]S bTaeXRT) 6RR^aSX]V c^ K^[VT]Pd( W^]Tbch \TP]b pWXVW TcWXRP[ _TaU^a\P]RT( ]^c ^][h
R^\_[hX]V fXcW cWT [Pf( Qdc R^\_[hX]V fXcW cWT b_XaXc ^U cWT [Pf(q P]S bTaeXRe means serving
country and Rdbc^\Tab( P]S pcPZNX]VO RPaT ^U ^]T P]^cWTa)q DPh[^r Aff. Ex. 3 (Volgenau Dep.)
at 27-29.
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TR^]^\XR X\_PRc)q21 LWTcWTa cWPc Xb cadT ^a ]^c( K^[VT]Pd cTbcXUXTS cWPc p\P]h

people believe that honesty and service increased the market value ^U ) ) ) HG6)q22

6c [TPbc X]XcXP[[h( K^[VT]Pdsb eXTfb PUUTRcTS WXb fX[[X]V]Tbb c^ R^]bXSTa P bP[T ^U

the Company to a strategic acquirer. In his book, Volgenau candidly admits that

he had a negative disposition to that type of buyer.

Virtually every year since our founding I had been approached by a
CEO in a company that wanted to buy SRA. In each case I declined,
explaining that we were on a special mission to create one of the
f^a[Ssb VaTPc R^\_P]XTboP QdbX]Tbb P]S TcWXRP[ bdRRTbb) ) ) ) ? S^]sc
think any of those CEOs and companies were unethical, but they
could not compare with SRA. I began to refer to them privately . . . as
pbPdbPVT UPRc^aXTbq cWPc f^d[S VaX]S d_ HG6 P]S W^\^VT]XiT db X]c^
their system. Our name, values and culture would be lost forever.
Many of those companies were quite successful, but I did not want
SRA to become an Oscar Meyer [sic] wiener.23

The record reflects that the idea to sell SRA was never seriously considered

until a few years after the Company had begun to experience various problems.

Since 2008, SRA had been experiencing declining growth rates, lower profit

margins, and poorly performing acquisitions.24 6b cWT 8^\_P]hsb _TaU^a\P]RT

continued to falter in 2010,25 Volgenau became interested in the prospect of a

21 F[)sb 7a) ++)
22 Naylor Aff. Ex. 3 (Volgenausb Dep.) at 28.
23 Naylor Aff. Ex. 25 (Draft of Volgenausb Book) at 228.
24 Naylor Aff. Ex. 3 (Volgenau Dep.) at 61-64.
25 =X[Qda]T cTbcXUXTS cWPc cWT 8^\_P]h fPb pQTVinning to lose important recompetes . . . that
WXbc^aXRP[[h fT f^d[S]sc WPeT [^bc QTU^aT)q DPh[^a 6UU) ;g) +* &=X[Qda]T 9T_)' Pc ++*) >T
UdacWTa cTbcXUXTS cWPc4 p?c fPb \h R^]RTa] that we were in the part of the value chain where price
fPb QTR^\X]V cWT ZTh SXUUTaT]cXPc^a X] P] X]RaTPbX]V[h d]SXUUTaT]cXPcTS bTaeXRT T]eXa^]\T]c)q
Id. at 194.
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leveraged buy-^dc &pB7Eq'( fWXRW f^d[S( X] cWT^ah( _a^eXST bc^RZW^[STab fXcW P

bdQbcP]cXP[ _aT\Xd\ c^ HG6sb RdaaT]c bc^RZ _aXRT P]S PUU^aS K^[VT]Pd P QTccTa

^__^acd]Xch c^ _aTbTaeT cWT 8^\_P]hsb eP[dTb P]S Rd[cdaT) 7dc( Pb K^[VT]Pd

acknowledged in his book, once he (and the Board) made the decision to sell SRA,

the eventual acquirer might very well be a strategic competitor.26

E. The Early Meetings with Providence

H;FI6 PbbTacb cWPc Fa^eXST]RT PXSTS P]S PQTccTS cWT HG6 9XaTRc^abs QaTPRW

of fiduciary duty) ?] bd__^ac ^U cWXb cWT^ah( H;FI6 _^X]cb c^ Fa^eXST]RTsb

aTcT]cX^] ^U 9XFT]cX\P( P U^a\Ta 8;E ^U HG6( K^[VT]Pdsb UaXT]S( P]S P _PXS

consultant to SRA,27 c^ Tg_[^Xc K^[VT]Pdsb cadbc X] 9XFT]cX\P c^ TUUTRcdPcT P STP[)

Similarly, the Plaintiff contends that ITS BTVPbTh &pBTVPbThq'( P[b^ P U^a\Ta

senior SRA executive and friend of Volgenau, was recruited to persuade Volgenau

to sell the Company to Providence.28 In the spring of 2010, after an initial meeting

between DiPentima and Volgenau, in which DiPentima raised the idea of an

LBO,29 Julie Richardson, the CEO of Providence, and other Providence employees

26 DPh[^a 6UU) ;g) ,/ &9aPUc ^U K^[VT]Pdsb 7^^Z' Pc ,-*-31.
27 DiPentima was a paid consultant c^ HG6 cWa^dVW^dc Fa^eXST]RTsb _dabdXc ^U HG6) DPh[^a
Aff. Exs. 106-109. While this conflict is perhaps troubling, there is no indication that
9XFT]cX\Psb a^[T Pb P] PSeXb^a c^ Fa^eXST]RT R^]U[XRcTS fXcW WXb _^bXcX^] Pb P R^]bd[cP]c Pc HG6)
28 SEPTA also claims that the Board was unaware that these former employees, and then-current
consultants of SRA, were working on behalf of Providence to achieve a buyout of SRA.
Providence may have also retained Wolf Den Associates, LLC, as a paid consultant to SRA, to
PXS X] Fa^eXST]RTsb SdT SX[XVT]RT TUU^acb) See Naylor Aff. Exs. 127, 144-45.
29 During this meeting DiPentima informed Volgenau that he was working as an advisor to
Providence and described a possible LBO transaction with Providence that would retain the SRA
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began meeting with Volgenau and the senior management of SRA to discuss a

possible buyout. These meetings involved preliminary discussions about the

possibX[Xch ^U K^[VT]Pdsb _PacXRX_PcX]V X] cWT PR`dXaTS R^\_P]h( X]SXRPcXeT _aXRT

points, and the importance of maintaining the value and culture of SRA.30 During

cWXb cX\T K^[VT]Pd X]`dXaTS PQ^dc Fa^eXST]RTsb PQX[Xch c^ ^QcPX] cWT ]TRTbbPah

financing and whether a go-shop would disrupt the sale to Providence if an

agreement could be reached.31 Providence provided research to Volgenau showing

that it was highly unlikely that a topping bidder would emerge during the go-shop

period.32 SRA shared proprietary information with Providence pursuant to a

confidentiality agreement and SRA management developed various LBO

scenarios. As discussions ensued, Volgenau was not only amenable to a

transaction with Providence, but he also seemed to have significant interest in

completing a deal with it.

name and structure, permit him to restore the culture of honesty and service, and allow him to
retain a position on the board of the new entity. Naylor Aff. Ex. 8 (DiPentima Dep.) at 65-68.
30 See, e.g., Naylor Aff. Ex. 5 (Nadeau Dep.) at 94, 101, 146; Ex. 3 (Volgenau Dep.) at 101-103;
Ex. 4 (Richardson Dep.) at 40-51.
31 Naylor Aff. Exs. 105, 126.
32 Naylor Aff. Exs. 46-47.
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F. The Study Team

At the same time as Volgenau was in discussions with Providence, on

May -( ,*+*( cWT 7^PaS U^a\TS P pbcdSh cTP\q c^ PbbTbb cWT bcaPcTVXR P[cTa]PcXeTb

for SRA. The study team included Volgenau, Klein, Gilburne, and Grafton.

Notably, Klein encouraged Volgenau to exploit his particular interests as a

controlling stockholder.

You are 77 years old. If you die or become incapacitated, your estate
will no longer have the Class B (ten for one) voting shares, and the
R^\_P]hsb SXb_^bP[ fX[[ QT d]_aTSXRcPQ[T) L^d[S]sc h^d aPcWTa
determine its future now, while you are in good health?33

The study team hired CitiGroup to provide advice on strategic alternatives; it

opined that a significant acquisition f^d[S QTbc \PgX\XiT cWT 8^\_P]hsb [^]V-

cTa\ eP[dT QTRPdbT Xc f^d[S [TPS c^ p\^aT cTRW]^[^Vh P]S WXVWTa _a^UXcb)q34

Consistent with that advice, SRA made a serious attempt to acquire

B^RZWTTS CPacX]sb ;]cTa_aXbT ?]cTVaPcX^] =a^d_ &p;?=q' SdaX]V cWT bd\\Ta P]S

UP[[ ^U ,*+*) 6[cW^dVW K^[VT]Pd bd__^acTS HG6sb PccT\_cTS PR`dXbXcX^] ^U ;?=(

he also had a desire to continue talks with Providence, even though the acquisition

would either postpone or preclude any deal with Providence.35 Legasey, on behalf

33 Naylor Aff. Ex. 25 at 229 (quoting Klein).
34 Naylor Aff. Ex. 3 (Volgenau Dep.) at 127; Ex. 50 at 2385. The Plaintiff emphasizes that
8XcX=a^d_sb P]P[hbXb predicted that an LBO would not be the most value maximizing strategy.
That analysis was based on CitiGroupsb estimation that an LBO would only generate a per share
price of $23.50 to $27, while a strategic acquisXcX^] R^d[S _^cT]cXP[[h X]RaTPbT cWT eP[dT ^U HG6sb
stock to as high as $32 per share.
35 Naylor Aff. Exs. 130-32.
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of Providence, tried to persuade Volgenau not to pursue the EIG acquisition and

warned that Providence would no longer be interested in acquiring SRA.36

Nonetheless, SRA proceeded with its bid, but ultimately lost out to Veritas Capital

&pKTaXcPbq'( fWXRW _daRWPbTS cWT ;?= d]Xc U^a $2+/ \X[[X^])

G. The Formation of the Special Committee and Other Indications of Interest

Following the failed EIG bid, Volgenau and the Board turned its attention

again to Providence. During an October 27, 2010, study team meeting, Volgenau

indicated that Providence was the only potential bidder that had ever interested him

P]S cWPc Xc fPb R^\\XccTS c^ \PX]cPX] cWT 8^\_P]hsb eP[dTb P]S Rd[cdaT)37 With

K^[VT]Pdsb cPRXc T]S^abT\T]c ^U Fa^eXST]RT( A[TX] bdVVTbcTS cWat the Board form

P] X]ST_T]ST]c b_TRXP[ R^\\XccTT( fWXRW Xc SXS cWT U^[[^fX]V SPh &cWT pH_TRXP[

8^\\XccTTq')38 The Special Committee, which was comprised of Klein, as chair,

along with Gilburne, Grafton, Barter, and Ellis,39 was charged with evaluating,

36 GXRWPaSb^] cTbcXUXTS cWPc Fa^eXST]RT aTR^V]XiTS cWPc HG6 pWPS \^eTS R^\_[TcT[h X] P
SXUUTaT]c SXaTRcX^]q X] _dabdXc ^U ;?= P]S cWPc HG6 pfPb discontinuing any work efforts or work
bcaTP\ aT[PcTS c^q Fa^eXST]RT) DPh[^a 6UU) ;g) . &GXRWPaSb^] 9T_)' Pc 3.-95.
37 Naylor Aff. Ex. 149.
38 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 16 (Minutes of the October 27, 2010 Study Team Meeting).
39 There is some dispute whether the Special Committee members volunteered or whether they
were selected by Volgenau. See Naylor Aff. Ex. 7 (Grafton Dep.) at 93-94. Grafton testified
cWPc p9a) K^[VT]Pd _a^_^bTS cWT R^\\XccTT \T\QTab P]S cWT RWPXa P]S VPeT TPRW SXaTRc^a P]
opportunity to commenc ) ) ) )q >T [PcTa R[PaXUXTS4

I think that Mr. Klein, Mr. Gilburne, Mr. Barter and myself were proposed by Dr.
Volgenau. There was a discussion then of the committee. I think Dr. Volgenau at
that point asked the other board members whether any wanted to be on the
committee. . . . General Ellis asked to be on the committee, and Ms. Wilensky
and Mr. Keevan did not volunteer. Id.
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soliciting third-party interest in, and negotiating potential strategic transactions.40

IWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTTsb \P]SPcT P[b^ X]R[dSTS P] Tg_aTbb PdcW^aXiPcX^] c^ WXaT Xcb

own advisors.41

The Special Committee hired a financial advisor, Houlihan Lokey Capital,

?]R) &p>^d[XWP]q'( P]S [TVP[ R^d]bT[( AXaZ[P]S % ;[[Xb BBF &pAXaZ[P]Sq'( c^ PbbXbc

it in its evaluation of potential strategic transactions. SEPTA asserts that both

Houlihan and Kirkland were hired because of their prior professional and personal

relationships with Klein. According to Klein, they were selected because they had

no prior experience with SRA and they were well qualified.42 Volgenau was also

X]bcadRcTS cWPc WT bW^d[S ]^c WPeT pP]h UdacWTa SXbRdbbX^]b fXcW Fa^eXST]RT N^a P]h

other bidder] except as may be approved and coordinated by the

Committee . . . )q43

6[cW^dVW ]^c UPcP[ c^ cWT X]ST_T]ST]RT ^U cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTT( K^[VT]Pdsb bT[TRcX^] ^U cWT
\PY^aXch ^U cWT R^\\XccTTsb \T\QTab fPb ]^c pcWT QTbc _aPRcXRT)q In re Fort Howard Corp.
8SCIF?@K 2DMDB., 1988 WL 83147, 14 Del. J. Corp. L. 699, 720 (1988) (noting that it was not the
best practice to have the interested CEO handpick the members of the special committee).
40 IWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTT fPb PdcW^aXiTS c^ p&X' c^ TeP[dPcT( aTeXTf P]S R^]bXSTa( P]S XU cWT
Committee deems appropriate, solicit third-party interest in, potential strategic transactions . . .,
(ii) establish and direct the process and procedures . . ., (ii) discuss and negotiate the terms of any
potential strategic transactions . . . , (iv) recommend [or not recommend] to the Board the
approval and adoption of a specific strategic transaction . . ., and (v) take such other actions as
cWT 8^\\XccTT \Ph STT\ ]TRTbbPah ) ) ) )q DPh[^a 6UU) ;g) 137 (Minutes of the October 28,
2010 SRA Board meeting).
41 Id. &pIWT 8^\\XccTT Xb PdcW^aXiTS c^ WXaT ) ) ) independent legal, financial and other
advisors . ) ) )q')
42 Naylor Aff. Ex. 1 (Klein Dep.) at 128-130.
43 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 19 (Minutes of the November 9, 2010 Special Committee meeting).
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On November 22, 2010, Houlihan and Klein met with representatives from

Providence. During the meeting Klein informed Providence that SRA had decided

not to undertake a formal sale process P]S cWPc Fa^eXST]RTsb X]XcXP[ $,2 _Ta bWPaT

expression of interest was insufficient to start formal discussions. On behalf of the

H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTT( A[TX] P[b^ aTYTRcTS Fa^eXST]RTsb aT`dTbc U^a TgR[dbXeXch( Qdc

permitted it to conduct further due diligence.44

6b cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTT PfPXcTS Fa^eXST]RTsb formal bid, on December 1,

2010, Serco, a strategic competitor, proposed a transaction at a higher price range

($29-$-+ _Ta bWPaT' cWP] Fa^eXST]RTsb X]XcXP[ X]SXRPcX^] ^U X]cTaTbc) ?] P] T\PX[

dated December 9, 2010, Klein advised Providence of the superior offer, but noted

cWPc p;a]bc WPb UT]STS ^UU ]d\Ta^db X]cTaTbcTS _PacXTb ^eTa cWT _Pbc hTPab P]S WPS

TeTah X]cT]cX^] c^ R^]cX]dT c^ S^ cWPc fWX[T fT PfPXc h^da _a^_^bP[)q45 Klein

testified that his email was intended to elicit a higher offer from Providence that

would start the process at $30 per share or more.46 However, on December 29,

2010, Providence submitted a bid of $27.25 per share.47

D^c bda_aXbX]V[h( cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTT eXTfTS Fa^eXST]RTss preliminary

expression of interest as insufficient to start the negotiation process with

44 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 20.
45 Naylor Aff. Ex. 65.
46 Naylor Aff. Ex. 1 (Klein Dep.) at 152-53.
47 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 26 (Minutes of the December 30, 2010 Special Committee meeting).
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Providence.48 8^]bT`dT]c[h( cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTT STcTa\X]TS cWPc pXc fPb

appropriate to explore and assess additional third-party interest . . . in a potential

stracTVXR caP]bPRcX^] fXcW cWT 8^\_P]h)q49 Accordingly, in early January 2011, the

Special Committee decided to solicit five financial buyers: The Carlyle Group

&p8Pa[h[Tq'( IF= 8P_XcP[ &pIF=q'( A^W[QTaV AaPeXb % G^QTacb &AAGq'( KTaXcPb

P]S 7PX] 8P_XcP[ &p7PX]q'( Pb fT[[ Pb R^]cX]dT SXbRdbbX^]b fXcW HTaR^)50 A sixth

financial sponsoroHellman & Friedmanowas later added to the mix. Although

the Board was generally aware that strategic acquirers in theory had the potential to

pay more for SRA,51 Grafton testified that the reason that the Special Committee

declined initially to solicit other strategic acquirers was in order to safeguard

confidential and proprietary information and avoid p[TPZb X]c^ cWT \PaZTc_[PRT)q52

By mid-January, however, the markets began to speculate that SRA had

received acquisition proposals. After Sloane cancelled his appearance at a

January 0 X]eTbc^a R^]UTaT]RT( HG6sb bc^RZ _aXRT a^bT +3 _TaRT]c X] ^]T fTTZ

48 Naylor Aff. Ex. 7 (Grafton Dep.) at 130.
49 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 27 (Minutes of the January 6, 2011 Special Committee meeting).
50 Naylor Aff. Ex. 7 (Grafton Dep.) at 132-33; Gilmore Aff. Ex. 27 (Minutes of the January 6,
2011 Special Committee meeting).
51 While this may have been the conventional wisdom, recent history had proven otherwise: SRA
had recently lost out to Veritas, a financial buyer, in acquiring EIG from Lockheed Martin.
52 Naylor Aff. Ex. 7 (Grafton Dep.) at 133 (noting that the Special Committee was concerned
PQ^dc p[TPZb X]c^ cWT \PaZTc_[PRT cWPc fT fTaT cahX]V c^ _^cT]cXP[[h bT[[ ^dabT[eTb( Pb fT[[ Pb fT
wanted to keep any proprietary or confidential company information very close to the vest, and
^]RT h^d bcPac VXeX]V Xc c^ R^\_TcXc^ab( h^d [^bT R^]ca^[ ^U Xc)q')
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based on rumors that SRA was for sale.53 Moreover, word leaked erroneously that

Serco had submitted, and SRA had rejected, a $2 billion offer to buy SRA.54 As a

result of the ensuing publicity, much of which was negative,55 Serco withdrew its

preliminary offer and terminated discussions with SRA.

On January 25, 201+( HG6 R^]UXa\TS _dQ[XR[h cWPc Xc WPS aTRTXeTS pP bTaXTb

^U X]`dXaXTb aTVPaSX]V cWT R^\_P]hsb fX[[X]V]Tbb c^ R^]bXSTa ^UUTabq P]S cWTaTU^aT(

SRA had retained Houlihan to provide advice. Although the press release

RPdcX^]TS cWPc pcWT aTcT]cX^] ^U PSeXb^ab does not reflect a decision that the

R^\_P]h Xb ^a bW^d[S QT U^a bP[T(q Qh cWT] Xc fPb R[TPa cWPc HG6 fPb T]cTacPX]X]V

acquisition offers.

In light of the newfound publicity and the ensuing expressions of interest,

the Special Committee sought to open up the bidding process to other strategic

sponsors to extract the maximum possible value for SRA.56 To his credit,

Volgenau consented.57 I^ PSSaTbb K^[VT]Pdsb R^]RTa]b( W^fTeTa( cWT H_TRXP[

Committee established a bifurcated process in which it would exclusively address

issues of price and certainty while Volgenau would meet with strategic acquirers to

53 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 34 (January 10, 2011 news article).
54 Naylor Aff. Ex. 67.
55 Naylor Aff. Ex. 1 (Klein Dep.) at 152, 179-80.
56 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 39 (Minutes of the February 2, 2011 Special Committee meeting).
57 6b fX[[ QT SXbRdbbTS X] \^aT STcPX[ QT[^f( K^[VT]Pdsb eXTf ^U bcaPcTVXR QdhTab bTT\TS c^
change over time as he met with various suitors. Contrary to his original opinion, Volgenau
p[TPa]TS cWPc bcaPcTVXR PR`dXaTNaOb R^d[S( X] UPRc( _a^SdRT( _aTbTaeT( P]S fTaT b^ X]R[X]TS c^
preserve the main values and culture, and for that matter, franchise value of the firm, because
cWTh QT[XTeTS Xc WPS eP[dT)q DPh[^a 6UU) ;g) - &K^[VT]Pd 9T_)' Pc 1-)
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SXbRdbb WXb pWd\P]XbcXR R^]RTa]b)q58 Thus, in February and early March, Volgenau

met alone with strategic and financial sponsors to learn more about them and to

SXbRdbb WXb STbXaT cWPc pHG6sb ]P\T( eP[dTb and culture be preserved.q59

On February 4, 2011, Houlihan contacted three other strategic bidders: The

7^TX]V 8^\_P]h &p7^TX]Vq'( 8=?( P]S >Tf[Tcc FPRZPaS &p>Fq'( P]S ^]T

additional financial buyer: GTCR LL8 &p=I8Gq')60 Another strategic biddero

L-- 8^\\d]XRPcX^]b >^[SX]Vb( ?]R) &pB--q'oalso contacted Houlihan to express

interest in a potential transaction.61 During the due diligence process, strategic and

financial sponsors signed confidentiality agreements and conducted due diligence

on SRAowhich included access to a confidential data room and meetings with the

senior management of SRA.62 Ultimately, for various reasons, all but two of the

potential bidders chose either not to join the sale process or to submit a formal

offer for the Company.63

58 Naylor Aff. Ex. 70.
59 Naylor Aff. Ex. 71 (Form 8-K) at 2.
60 Gilmore Aff. Exs. 41-44; Ex. 40 (Minutes of the February 21, 2011 Special Committee
meeting).
61 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 45.
62 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 21.
63 =I8G( WPeX]V [TPa]TS PQ^dc cWT pQdbX]Tbb R^\_^]T]cb P]S SaXeTab ^U Va^fcWq ^U HG6 Ua^\
meetings with Houlihan, withdrew simply because it believed that it would not be competitive on
price. Gilmore Aff. Ex. 46. Similarly, Bain, Hellman & Friedman, and L-3 also withdrew
QTRPdbT ^U cWTXa d]fX[[X]V]Tbb c^ \TTc HG6sb Tg_TRcTS eP[dPcX^]) Gilmore Aff. Ex. 47 (Draft of
a March 21, 2011 Houlihan Presentation). Other bidders declined to proceed for internal
reasons. CGI, based in Montreal, withdrew because it had concerns that it would be difficult to
finance the transaction, to integrate SRA while it was simultaneously digesting a recent
PR`dXbXcX^]( P]S c^ ^QcPX] cWT J]XcTS HcPcTb V^eTa]\T]csb P__a^eP[) Aff. of Claude Séguin ¶ 10.
Likewise, Boeing withdrew because of a combination of factors, including its financial
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H. The Multi-Round Bidding Contest Between Veritas & Providence

With all of the remaining suitors having dropped out of the bidding process,

Veritas and Providence became engaged in a multi-round bidding contest.64 On

March 18, 2011, Providence submitted an offer to purchase SRA for $30 per share.

Two days later, Veritas made a written offer for the same amount, but conditioned

Xc ^] K^[VT]Pdsb X]RaTPbX]V WXb a^[[^eTa P\^d]c Ua^\ $+** \X[[X^] c^ $+/* \X[[X^])

Volgenau agreed to do so. He also agreed to the same rollover amount for

Providence, if it desired.65

By March 30, the $30 per share deadlock was broken when Veritas

improved its offer to $31 per share and Providence increased its offer to $30.50.

However, on the evening of March 30, 2011, Providence made two new proposals

to increase its bid to $31 per share or higher. First, Providence made an offer

pR^]bXbcX]V ^U $-*)/* _[db P R^]cX]VT]c P\^d]c T`dP[ c^ cWT _a^RTTSb &XU P]h'

received from the sales of cf^ ^U cWT 8^\_P]hsb subsidiaries, [Era Systems LLC

&p;aPq'O P]S N=[^QP[ 8[X]XRP[ 9TeT[^_\T]c &p=89q'O( NQ^cW ^U fWXRW fTaTO

assessment of SRA and its ability to generate an attractive return in a declining government
services industry. Some bidders, such as Boeing and Carlyle, had serious reservations concerning
HG6sb UdcdaT Va^fcW P]S _a^UXc \PaVX]b) =X[\^aT 6UU) ;gb) .1( /,) D^cPQ[h( 7^TX]Vsb TUU^acb
highlight the seriousness with which it considered acquiring SRA. Boeing retained legal,
financial, and accounting advisors to conduct its due diligence. That effort included 16 diligence
calls, 7 diligence meetings, 341 diligence requests, and 119 employees and advisors accessing
HG6sb SPcP a^^\) Gilmore Aff. Ex. 52.
64 Both Veritas and Providence had agreed with Volgenau that he would roll approximately $100
million of his equity into the newly formed company. Gilmore Aff. Ex. 54 (Minutes of the
March 28, 2011 Special Committee meeting).
65 Id.
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RdaaT]c[h QTX]V \PaZTcTS)q66 Second and alternatively, Providence offered to

increase the purchase price to $31 per share if VolgenPd f^d[S pPVaTT Pb _Pac ^U

his [$150 million] rollover commitment to provide a $30 million non-recourse loan

c^ Fa^eXST]RT( fWXRW [^P] f^d[S QT aT_PXSq ^][h XU cWT 8^\_P]h aTP[XiTS

sufficient proceeds from the sale of the two subsidiaries being marketed.67

Importantly, with respect to the second proposal, the Special Committee concluded

cWPc K^[VT]Pd f^d[S ]^c QT aTRTXeX]V pP]h PSSXcX^]P[ TR^]^\XR QT]TUXc d]STa cWT

[^P] XU cWT _a^RTTSb ^U bdRW bdQbXSXPah bP[Tb fTaT c^ TgRTTS $-* \X[[X^])q68

Volgenau consentTS c^ cWT bTR^]S _a^_^bP[ TeT] cW^dVW( X] K^[VT]Pdsb f^aSb( pXc

fPb P a^ccT] STP[ U^a \Tq QTRPdbT pcWTaT fPb ]^ d_bXST P]S P[[ S^f]bXST( P]S N;aP

P]S =89O fT Z]Tf fTaT aXbZh)q69

E] cWT bP\T SPh P]S bW^ac[h PUcTa Fa^eXST]RTsb [PcTbc _a^_^bP[b fTaT

discussed by the Special Committee, Veritas increased its bid to $31.25 per share

66 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 55 (Minutes of the March 30, 2011 Special Committee meeting). Both Era
and GCD were two poorly performing SRA subsidiaries that were then being marketed. GCD
was a contract research organization and Era was a supplier of advanced surveillance technology
and flight tracking solutions. See Naylor Aff. Ex. 1 (Klein Dep.) at 47, 218; Ex. 5 (Nadeau Dep.)
at 64-65.
67 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 55 (Minutes of the March 30, 2011 Special Committee meeting).
68 Id.
69 Naylor Aff. Ex. 3 (Volgenau Dep.) at 170-1+) 7TU^aT R[^bX]V( pNcOWX]Vb WPS V^ccT] P [^c
f^abTq Pc =89 QTRPdbT P p\PY^a R^]caPRc V^c RP]RT[[TSq P]S cWdb Xc QTRP\T ^QeX^db cWPc =89
was going to [be sold] U^a p]^\X]P[( XU P]h( eP[dT)q DPh[^a 6UU) Ex. 1 (Klein Dep.) at 217-18.
Similarly, the bids for Era fTaT STbRaXQTS Pb pSXbP__^X]cX]V)q Naylor Aff. Ex. 4 (Richardson
Dep.) at 170. Subsequent events proved that neither subsidiary produced sufficient funds to
repay Volgenau. On September 30, 2011, SRA sold GCD for less than $0.1 million after
transaction costs. Coen Decl. Ex. 6. On November 21, 2011, SRA sold portions of Era for $13.3
million. Id. As of December 31, 2011, Volgenau had received $12 million in cash on the non-
recourse note, and SRA expected to pay only $17 million on the note. Coen Decl. Ex. 7.
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and requested exclusivity in negotiations until the next business day.70 During the

\TTcX]V c^ SXbRdbb KTaXcPbs [PcTbc _a^_^bP[( cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTT e^cTS c^

negotiate exclusively with Veritas until 3:00 p.m. the following day. Efforts to

finalize the transaction documents stalled, however, as the advisors to the Special

Committeeospecifically, KirklandoXST]cXUXTS P _^cT]cXP[ XbbdT aT[PcTS c^ KTaXcPbs

contractual ability to finance the transaction and to obtain the necessary partnership

approvals.71 As the exclusivity period ended, Providence raised its bid to $31.25

per share. With both bidders deadlocked again, the Special Committee requested

each bidder to submit its best and final offer by 5:00 p.m.72 Apparently frustrated

Qh cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTTsb R^]SdRc X] SaPVVX]V cWT _a^RTbb P[^]V( KTaXcPb X]bcTPS

withdrew its $31.25 bid, leaving Providence, which declined to make a higher

offer, as the only remaining bidder.

During the March 31, 2011, Board meeting, the Special Committee

d]P]X\^db[h aTR^\\T]STS c^ cWT 7^PaS cWPc HG6 PRRT_c Fa^eXST]RTsb ^UUTa)

Houlihan opined that the $31.25 per share offer was fair. Kirkland summarized the

terms of the proposed transaction, which included a 30-day go-shop provision, a

$28.2 million breakup fee during the go-shop (i.e., 1.5 percent of the deal value), a

$47 million termination fee after the go-shop (i.e., 2.5 percent of the purchase

70 See Gilmore Aff. Ex. 56 (Minutes of the March 30, 2011 Board meeting); Naylor Aff. Ex. 1
(Klein Dep.) at 221.
71 Naylor Aff. Ex. 1 (Klein Dep.) at 221.
72 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 57 (Minutes of the March 31, 2011 Special Committee meeting).
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price), and a reverse breakup fee of $112.9 million. The Merger was also subject

to a majority of the minority vote that was not waivable by the Special Committee.

Except for Volgenau who abstained, the Board voted unanimously to approve the

\TaVTa PVaTT\T]c P]S c^ aTR^\\T]S cWT CTaVTa c^ HG6sb bc^RZW^[STab.

During the go-shop, Houlihan solicited 50 potential bidders, including

29 strategic sponsors and 21 financial buyers.73 No bidders emerged with an

additional offer. The definitive proxy statement was mailed to stockholders on

June 15, 2011. SRA made supplemental disclosures after the Plaintiff claimed that

cWT _a^gh WPS ^\XccTS \PcTaXP[ X]U^a\PcX^] aT[PcX]V c^ K^[VT]Pdsb meetings with

U^da _^cT]cXP[ QdhTab P]S >^d[XWP]sb aT[PcX^]bWX_ fXcW Fa^eXST]RT) On July 15,

,*++( HG6sb \X]^aXch bc^RZW^[STab P__a^ved the merger with 81.3 percent of the

total outstanding minority shares (99.7 percent of the total minority voting shares)

voting in favor of the Merger.74 The Merger, valued at $1.88 billion, closed on

July 20, 2011. SRA stockholders received $31.25 per share in cash, which

aT_aTbT]cTS P /,)2 _TaRT]c _aT\Xd\ ^eTa HG6sb bc^RZ _aXRT ^] 9TRT\QTa -+(

2010.75

73 Naylor Aff. Ex. 2 (Antenucci Dep.) at 148-49; Gilmore Aff. Ex. 61 (Go-Shop List).
74 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 68 (Final Report of the Inspector of Elections).
75 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 69.
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II. CONTENTIONS

The Defendants contend that there is no triable issue of material fact about

whether the business judgment rule applies because robust procedural protections

were used to effectuate the Merger. Even if the business judgment rule does not

apply, the Defendants assert that they are still entitled to judgment under the entire

fairness standard. In response, SEPTA contends that there are disputes of material

fact precluding (a) the application of the business judgment rule and (b) the Court

from granting the 9TUT]SP]cbs bd\\Pah YdSV\T]c \^cX^]b) <Xabc( H;FI6 PbbTacb

that Volgenau stood on both sides of the transaction. It also attacks the

independence or disinterestedness of certain Special Committee members. SEPTA

contends that Klein was self-interested because he harbored a secret desire to

receive a significant bonus in return for orchestrating a transaction with

K^[VT]Pdsb P[[TVTS[h _aTUTaaTS QXSSTaoProvidence. SEPTA further maintains that

Volgenau, with the help of Sloane, dominated the Special Committee process

through his initial discussions with Providence and by having unauthorized contact

with bidders after the Special Committee was formed. In addition, SEPTA argues

that the Special Committee advisors were self-interested and intentionally sought

c^ STaPX[ KTaXcPbs QXS) ?c UdacWTa PbbTacb cWPc cWT bc^RZW^[STab fTaT ]^c Ud[[h

informed of all material facts when they overwhelmingly approved the Merger.

Second, the Plaintiff contends, and offers expert testimony in support, that the
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Merger price was unfair. The Defendants respond by arguing that the facts

proffered by SEPTA are immaterial and the evidence in the record shows that the

Merger price was fair. The Defendants, in addition, contend that the Court need

not resolve the differing opinions of the experts because the fairness of the Merger

price was confirmed by a robust and lengthy sale process and the Board reasonably

aT[XTS d_^] >^d[XWP]sb UPXa]Tbb ^_X]X^])

8^d]c ??? P[[TVTb cWPc Fa^eXST]RT PXSTS P]S PQTccTS cWT HG6 9XaTRc^abs

breach of their fiduciary duties. The Plaintiff asserts that Providence knowingly

_PacXRX_PcTS X] cWT HG6 9XaTRc^abs QaTPRW ^U cWTXa UXSdRXPah SdcXTb QTRPdbT ^U Xcb

WXaX]V ^U U^a\Ta HG6 T\_[^hTTb P]S Xcb P[[TVTS p_Pac]TabWX_q fXcW K^[VT]Pd) ?]

response, the Defendants contend that there is no dispute of material fact that the

SRA Directors breached their fiduciary duties or that Providence knowingly

participated in such a breach. Count IV asserts that the SRA Directors breached

their duty of loyalty by approving cWT CTaVTa X] eX^[PcX^] ^U HG6sb RTacXUXRPcT)76

SEPTA contends that Volgenau received greater consideration in the Merger than

did the minority stockholders and that the Board did not even attempt to adhere to

cWT RWPacTasb T`dP[ caTPc\T]c _a^eXbX^]) IWT 9efendants have countered by

asserting that the record indisputably shows that the SRA Directors did not

76 Compl. ¶ 122.
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knowingly disregard the equal treatment provision or believe that Volgenau was

receiving greater consideration in the Merger.

III. ANALYSIS

A. The Summary Judgment Standard

Summary judgment is appropriate when cWT aTR^aS bW^fb pcWPc cWTaT Xb ]^

genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a

YdSV\T]c Pb P \PccTa ^U [Pf)q77 p[E]ven fWTaT rR^[^aPQ[T ) ) ) ^a NX]ObXV]XUXRP]cly

_a^QPcXeT NTeXST]RTOs Xb _aTbT]c X] cWT aTR^aS( [summary judgment is appropriately

granted] if no reasonable trier of fact could find for the plaintiff on that

TeXST]RT)q78 The Court views the evidence in the light most favorable to the

nonmoving party and assumes the truth of uncontroverted facts set forth in the

record.79 pLWT] cWT \^eX]V _Pach bW^fb cWPc ]^ VT]dX]T XbbdT ^U \PcTaXP[ UPRc

TgXbcb( rcWT QdaST] bWXUcb c^ cWT ]^]\^eX]V _Pach c^ bdQbcP]cXPcT Xcb PSeTabT R[PX\

by showing that there are materXP[ XbbdTb ^U UPRc X] SXb_dcT)sq80 If the burden shifts

c^ cWT ]^]\^eX]V _Pach( bd\\Pah YdSV\T]c Xb P__a^_aXPcT pfWTaT cWPc _Pach UPX[b

c^ \PZT P bdUUXRXT]c bW^fX]V ^] P]h TbbT]cXP[ T[T\T]c ^U Xcb RPbT)q81

77 Ct. Ch. R. 56(c).
78 Haft v. Haft, 671 A.2d 413, 419 (Del. Ch. 1995) (quoting Anderson v. Liberty Lobby Inc., 477
U.S. 242, 249-50 (1986) (alterations in the original except for the first alteration)).
79

/H K@ 0ICH 6& .<GGIHL .IM@FL /H>& 8SCIF?@K 2DMDB&, 2009 WL 3165613, at *9 (Del. Ch. Oct. 2,
2009).
80 Id. (quoting Conway v. Astoria Fin. Corp., 837 A.2d 30, 36 (Del. Ch. 2003), <AAS?, 840 A.2d
641 (Del. 2004)).
81 Id.
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B. A Note on In re MFW Shareholders Litigation

6b P] X]XcXP[ \PccTa( cWT 8^dacsb aTRT]c STRXbX^] X] In re MFW Shareholders

Litigation &pMFWq'82 illuminates many of the procedural protections at issue in

this case. For the first time, the Court addressed the question whether, and under

what conditions, a merger between a controlling stockholder and its subsidiary

could be reviewed under the business judgment rule, as opposed to the entire

fairness standard. The Court held that the business judgment rule could apply if all

of the following conditions were satisfied: (1) the controlling stockholder at the

outset conditions the transaction on the approval of both a special committee and a

non-waivable vote of a majority of the minority investors; (2) the special

committee was independent, (3) fully empowered to negotiate the transaction, or to

say no definitively, and to select its own advisors, and (4) satisfied its requisite

duty of care; and (5) the stockholders were fully informed and uncoerced.83

In concluding that this structure would benefit minority stockholders, the

Court explained:

[S]tockholders get the benefits of independent, empowered
negotiating agents to bargain for the best price and say no if the agents
believe the deal is not advisable for any proper reason, plus the critical
ability to determine for themselves whether to accept any deal that
their negotiating agents recommend to them.84

82 67 A.3d 496 (Del. Ch. 2013).
83 Id. at 501-02, 514-16.
84 Id. at 503.
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The Court further reasoned that, because these procedural protections had the

TUUTRc ^U aT_[XRPcX]V P] Pa\bs [T]VcW caP]bPRcX^]( cWTh WPS P pR[TP]bX]Vq TUUTRc ^]

the transaction that justified judicial review under the deferential business

judgment rule.85

Unlike MFW, which involved a controlling stockholder on both sides of the

transaction, this case involves a merger between a third-party and a company with

P R^]ca^[[X]V bc^RZW^[STa) 9Tb_XcT H;FI6sb PccT\_c c^ bW^f ^cWTafXbT( K^[VT]Pd

is not a buyer in this transaction. As a seller, his interest is generally aligned with

that of minority stockholders to the extent that he receives equal consideration for

his shares. But as this Court has observed before, a controlling stockholder may,

even in this context, inappropriately influence the outcome of the sale process:

[I]t is . . . true that [a controlling stockholder] and the minority
stockholders [are] in a sense competing for portions of the
consideration [that the third-party is] willing to pay to acquire [the
company] and that [the controlling stockholder] . . . could effectively
veto any transaction. In such a case it is paramount . . . that there be
robust procedural protections in place to ensure that the minority
stockholders have sufficient bargaining power and the ability to make
an informed choice of whether to accept the third-_Pachsb ^UUTa U^a
their shares.86

Hammons sets forth the procedural protections necessary for a third-party

transaction involving a controlling shareholder to qualify for review under the

business judgment rule: (1) the transaction must be recommended by a

85 Id. at 501.
86 Hammons, 2009 WL 3165613, at *12.
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disinterested and independent special committee, (2) which has pbdUUXRXT]c

PdcW^aXch P]S ^__^acd]Xch c^ QPaVPX] ^] QTWP[U ^U \X]^aXch bc^RZW^[STab(q X]R[dSX]V

cWT pPQX[Xch c^ WXaT X]ST_T]ST]c [TVP[ P]S UX]P]RXP[ PSeXb^abN5Oq &-' cWT caP]bPRcX^]

must be approved by stockholders in a non-waivable majority of the minority vote;

and (4) the stockholders must be fully informed and free of any coercion.87

C. The Standard of Review: Entire Fairness or Business Judgment?

As a threshold issue, the parties dispute whether the Court should review the

Merger under the entire fairness standard or the business judgment standard.

SEPTA contends that entire fairness is warranted because Volgenau stood on both

sides of the transaction. In response, the Defendants urge the Court to apply the

business judgment rule because the transaction was subject to robust procedural

protections, namely, a non-waivable majority of the minority vote and a

disinterested and independent Special Committee.

1. Did Volgenau Stand on Both Sides of the Merger?

IWT F[PX]cXUUsb PbbTacX^] cWPc K^[VT]Pd bc^^S ^] Q^cW bXSTb ^U cWT CTaVTa Xb

based both ^] K^[VT]Pdsb STbXaT c^ _aTbTaeT cWT Rd[cdaT P]S eP[dTb ^U HG6 P]S WXb

rollover of equity into the merged entity. According to the Plaintiff:

Volgenau and his interest were the reasons the sale process started. . .
By engaging as he did with Providence and then foisting it upon the

87 Hammons, 2009 WL 3165613, at *12 n. 38. The procedural protections are of no avail if the
R^]ca^[[X]V bc^RZW^[STa T]VPVTb X] pcWaTPcb( R^TaRX^]( ^a UaPdS)q Id.; see also Frank v. Elgamal,
2012 WL 1096090, at *8 (Del. Ch. Mar. 30, 2012).
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Board as the only buyer that had ever interested him, he placed
himself knowingly and willfully in the shoes of a buyer in this
Merger.88

H;FI6 UdacWTa R^]cT]Sb cWPc K^[VT]Pd WPS P pWTPeh X]U[dT]RTq ^] cWT bP[T _a^RTbb

through his selection of the Special Committee members, by steering the process

away from strategic sponsors, and by having contact with Providence, despite

explicit instructions not to do so.89 K^[VT]Pdsb aT[PcX^]bWX_ c^ Fa^eXST]RT fPb

underscored, the Plaintiff asserts, by the fact that Providence, in a presentation to

lenders, referred to Volgenau as its partner and highlighted its special relationship

with him.90

The contention that Volgenau stood on both sides of the transaction is not

supported by the factual record or Delaware law. First, the record discloses no

prior affiliation between Volgenau and Providence. In fact, they had no

relationship before the spring of 2010 when Volgenau and representatives of

Providence first met to discuss a potential transaction.91 Moreover, K^[VT]Pdsb

conversations with Providence in which a leveraged buyout was preliminarily

88 F[)sb 7a. 59.
89 Id. at 21, 59.
90 Id. GXRWPaSb^]sb aTUTaT]RT c^ K^[VT]Pd Pb Fa^eXST]RTsb _Pac]Ta ^RRdaaTS PUcTa cWT \TaVTa
agreement had been signed. See Naylor Aff. Ex. 29. Thus, this fact is not material evidence that
Volgenau and Providence had been affiliated or that Volgenau was a partner in the sense that he
stood on both sides of the transaction.
91 That Volgenau previously had prior relationships with certain Providence representatives is
not enough to establish a material affiliation.
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discussed did not somehow magically transform Volgenau into an affiliate of

Providence.

HTR^]S( d]STa 9T[PfPaT [Pf( pNfOWT] P R^a_^aPcX^] fXcW P R^]ca^[[X]V

stockholder merges with an unaffiliated company, the minority stockholders of the

controlled corporation are cashed-out, and the controlling stockholder receives a

minority interest in the surviving company, the controlling stockholder does not

rbcP]S ^] Q^cW bXSTbs ^U cWT \TaVTa)q92 The Hammons court rejected a similar

R^]cT]cX^] cWPc P R^]ca^[[X]V bc^RZW^[STasb aTcT]cX^] ^U P] T`dXch X]cTaTbc P]S ^cWTa

QT]TUXcb RaTPcTS P pY^X]c eT]cdaT ^U b^\T b^acq ^a P paTRP_XcP[XiPcX^])q93 As in

Hammons, where an unrelated entity made an offer to the Special Committee

representing minority stockholders,94 Providence, an entity unaffiliated with SRA,

made offers to, and negotiated with, SRA through a disinterested and independent

Special Committee that represented the interests of the minority stockholders.

Volgenau, who had the right to vote or not to vote his shares, did not become a

buyer in the Merger because he engaged in separate discussions with Providence

regarding his humanistic concerns.

IWXaS( cWT F[PX]cXUUsb PbbTacX^] cWPc K^[VT]Pd U^XbcTS d_^] the Special

Committee and the Board his preferred and only buyer, and then dominated the

92 Frank, 2012 WL 1096090, at *7 .
93 Hammons, 2009 WL 3165613, at *10.
94 Id.
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Board to effectuate that transaction, is belied by the record. Importantly, the

Plaintiff has failed to dispute materially that the Special Committee executed a

robust process in which all interested bidders were afforded an equal opportunity

to buy SRA.

Accordingly, because there is no genuine issue of material fact as to whether

Volgenau did not stand on both sides of the transaction, the Merger will be

reviewed under the business judgment standard to determine if it satisfies the test

set forth in Hammons.

2. Was the Special Committee Disinterested and Independent?

The Plaintiff attempts to discount the independence and disinterestedness of

the members of the Special Committee by asserting that (a) Klein had a secret

motivation to deliver a deal with Providence to Volgenauowho was self-interested

in the Merger; and (b) the Special Committee was dominated by Volgenau and

Klein. Each of these contentions is addressed below.

IWT QdbX]Tbb YdSV\T]c ad[T Xb P p_aTbd\_cX^] cWPc X] \PZX]V P QdbX]Tbb

decision, the directors of a corporation act on an informed basis [i.e., with due

care], in good faith and in the honest belief that the action taken was in the best

interests of the company [i.e.( [^hP[[hO)q95 Accordingly, there is a presumption that

95
-II?PDH O& 2DO@ +HMGSM% /H>&, 1999 WL 64265, at *24 (Del. Ch. Jan. 25, 1999), <AAS?, 741 A.2d

16 (Del. 1999) (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting Citron v. Fairchild Camera &
Instrument Corp., 569 A.2d 53, 64 (Del. 1989)).
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directors are independent under Delaware law.96 To rebut the business judgment

rule on grounds of self-interest, the plaintiff must establish, first, that a director had

P p\PcTaXP[ bT[U-interest in the challenged transaction. Evidence of mere self-

interest is not enough. Rather, there must be evidence of a substantial self-interest

bdVVTbcX]V SXb[^hP[ch ) ) ) )q97 IWdb( SXaTRc^ab \Ph ]^c pTg_TRc c^ STaXeT P]h

personal financial benefit from [the transaction] in the sense of self-dealing, as

opposed to a benefit which devolves upon the corporation or all stockholders

VT]TaP[[h)q98

Second, as to the self-interested directors, the Plaintiff must show that they:

a) constituted a majority of the board; b) controlled and dominated the
board as a whole; or c) i) failed to disclose their interests in the
transaction to the board; ii) and a reasonable board member would
have regarded the existence of their material interests as a significant
fact in the evaluation of the proposed transaction.99

IWdb( cWT p\TaT _aTbT]RT ^U P R^]U[XRcTS SXaTRc^a ^a P] PRc ^U SXb[^hP[ch Qh P

SXaTRc^a( S^Tb ]^c ST_aXeT cWT Q^PaS ^U cWT QdbX]Tbb YdSV\T]c ad[Tsb _aTbd\_cX^] ^U

[^hP[ch)q100 ?]ST_T]ST]RT p\TP]b cWPc P SXaTRc^asb STRXbX^] Xb QPbTS ^] cWT

corporate merits of the subject before the board rather than extraneous

96 Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805, 815 (Del. 1984), overruled on other grounds by Brehm v.
Eisner, 746 A.2d 244 (Del. 2000).
97 Goodwin, 1999 WL 64265, at *25 (citation omitted).
98 Aronson, 473 A.2d at 812.
99 Goodwin, 1999 WL 64265, at *25.
100 Id.
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R^]bXSTaPcX^]b ^a X]U[dT]RTb)q101 To rebut the presumption of independence, a

_[PX]cXUU \dbc ST\^]bcaPcT cWPc cWT SXaTRc^ab PaT pQTW^[ST]q c^ cWT bT[U-interested

_PacXTb ^a pb^ d]STa cWTXa X]U[dT]RT cWPc cWTXa SXbRaTcX^] f^d[S QT bcTaX[XiTS)q102

(a) Was Klein Self-interested in the Merger?

<Xabc( cWT F[PX]cXUUsb R^]cT]cX^] cWPc A[TX] WPS P bTRaTc X]cTaTbc X] _[TPbX]V

Volgenau is based in part on his undisclosed expectation that he would receive a

significant bonus for his work with the Special Committee. On February 3, 2011,

the Board set the Special Committee compensation at $75,000 for Klein and

$37,000 for the other members.103 6c K^[VT]Pdsb daVX]V( fWT] cWT 7^PaS

approved the merger agreement during a March 31, 2011, Board meeting, it again

changed the Special Committee compensation to $75,000 for each member and an

additional $150,000 for Klein. However, Klein declined the additional

R^\_T]bPcX^]( Tg_[PX]X]V [PcTa cWPc WT SXS b^ QTRPdbT Xc fPb p_aT\PcdaT)q104 As a

result, the Board elected to make a charitable contribution of $150,000 to two

charitable organizations supported by Klein.105

On June 8, 2011, however, Klein sent Volgenau a memorandum in which he

expressed disappointment over the meager compensation offered to him for his

101 Aronson, 473 A.2d at 816.
102 Rales v. Blasband, 634 A.2d 927, 936 (Del. 1993).
103 Naylor Aff. Ex. 80 (Minutes of the February 3, 2011 SRA Board meeting). The Board
determined initially that $25,000 for the members and $50,000 for Klein was appropriate
compensation. Naylor Aff. Ex. 56 (Minutes of the November 9, 2010 Board meeting).
104 Naylor Aff. Ex. 84.
105 Naylor Aff. Ex. 82 (Minutes of the March 31, 2011 SRA Board meeting).
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eight months of work directing the sale process and in light of the nearly

$30 million in fees and expenses paid to outside advisors for their help in

effectuating the Merger.106 Klein wrote that, based on his previous experience as

the chair of a special committee at a different company, a more reasonable amount

of compensation would have been at least $1.3 million, payable to two charities

with which Klein is affiliated.107

SEPTA contends that Klein, in addition to enriching himself, was likewise

interested in rewarding his professional associates. It points out that Klein had a

R[^bT _a^UTbbX^]P[ aT[PcX^]bWX_ fXcW AXaZ[P]Ssb [TPS caP]bPRcX^]P[ Pttorneyo

=T^aVT HcP\Pb &pHcP\Pbq') 7^cW A[TX] P]S HcP\Pb WPS QTT] _Pac]Tab Pc cWT bP\T

law firm and both were then serving as directors on the Shakespeare Theatre

Company board.108 As the chair of the Special Committee, Klein negotiated with

Kirkland for a cT] _TaRT]c SXbR^d]c X] UTTb X] TgRWP]VT U^a P pbXV]XUXRP]cq Q^]db XU

P pcTaaXUXR TR^]^\XR ^dcR^\Tq fPb PRWXTeTS)109 After the Merger was completed,

Klein then attempted to secure a $2 million bonus for Kirkland.110 Due to vigorous

opposition from Providence, the Special Committee eventually agreed to reduce

106 Naylor Aff. Ex. 84.
107 Id.
108 Naylor Aff. Ex. 59. Klein had also retained Kirkland before on behalf of another special
committee that he had chaired. Naylor Aff. Ex. 87 at SEPTA00502.
109 Naylor Aff. ;g) 0*) ?] A[TX]sb eXTf( P bXV]XUXRP]c Q^]db T]cPX[TS P] P\^d]c pT`dP[ c^ cWT
QX[[TS UTTb ^a P \d[cX_[T cWTaT^U)q Id.
110 Naylor Aff. Ex. 89.
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AXaZ[P]Ssb Q^]db c^ $+ \X[[X^])111 Finally, along with Klein and Stamas,

>^d[XWP]sb [TPS QP]ZTa was also a donor and board member of the Shakespeare

Theatre Company.112 SEPTA similarly contends that Houlihan was incentivized to

steer the process to a completed transaction, regardless of the merits of the deal,

because the majority of its compensation was contingent upon HG6sb T]cTaX]V X]c^

a deal.113

Perhaps Klein had an interest in pleasing Volgenau, as one friend might

have for another, but Klein was clearly independent of Volgenau. There is no

evidence that Klein was beholden to, or controlled by, Volgenau or that they had

any personal or business relationships outside of, or prior to, their interaction on

the SRA Board. That Klein encouraged Volgenau to determine the future of SRA

while he remained in a position to do so may be peculiar, but it does not suggest

that Klein was dominated by Volgenau.114 Moreover, although Klein informed

Providence of Sercosb bd_TaX^a ^UUTa( cWT aTPb^] cWPc A[TX] SXS b^ Xb SXb_dcTS) IWT

Plaintiff, of course, speculates that Klein was somehow helping Providence by

111 Naylor Aff. Exs. 77, 90.
112 Naylor Aff. Ex. 57. SEPTA also complains that cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTT P[[^fTS HG6sb [^]V-
time banker, CitiGroup, to advise Providence.
113 Naylor Aff. Ex. 61 (Houlihan Lokey Engagement Agreement). The Plaintiff further alleges
cWPc >^d[XWP] \P]X_d[PcTS Xcb UPXa]Tbb ^_X]X^] c^ \PZT cWT CTaVTa _aXRT bTT\ UPXa) F[)sb 7a) /*-
/,) GTeXbX^]b c^ P UX]P]RXP[ PSeXb^asb P]P[hbTb pPaT ]^c X]WTaT]c[h fa^]VUd[)q In re Novell, Inc.
8SCIF?@K 2DMDB., 2013 WL 322560, at *12 (Del. Ch. Jan. 3, 2013). Even if the revisions were
questionable, they were not so irrational that the SRA Directors had to have known that the
fairness opinion was flawed.
114 It does suggest that Klein was looking out for the interests of Volgenau.
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cX__X]V Xc ^UU c^ HTaR^sb ^UUTa) 7dc A[TX]sb T\PX[ c^ Fa^eXST]RT S^Tb ]^c bW^f cWPc

he was favoring Providence. Rather, the evidence shows that Klein, on behalf of

the Special Committee, intended to elicit a higher offer from Providence.115

C^aT ca^dQ[X]V Xb A[TX]sb aT`dTbc c^ K^[VT]Pd U^a PSSXcX^]P[

compensation.116 Although the request occurred after the merger agreement had

QTT] bXV]TS( A[TX]sb T\PX[ aTeTP[TS cWPc WT WPS P] Tg_TRcPcX^]( QPbTS ^] _aTeX^db

experience, that he should or would receive substantial compensation contingent

upon a completed merger and a favorable outcome.117 Because of his experience,

it is likely that Klein anticipated a possible bonus well before the merger

agreement was signed. Yet Klein never disclosed that expectation to the Board

until just a few days before the proxy was sent to stockholders.

IWT 9TUT]SP]cb T\_WPbXiT cWPc A[TX]sb request was rebuffed and the actual

compensation he received was customary and fully disclosed. Directors serving on

a special committee are entitled to reasonable compensation for their efforts. As a

115 Perhaps the evidence that comes closest to showing that Klein favored Providence on behalf
^U K^[VT]Pd fPb A[TX]sb SXbR[^bdaT cWPc K^[VT]Pd X]cT]STS c^ UT]S ^UU HTaR^ &Pb WT WPS S^]T
with all other interested parties) while SRA waited for ProvidT]RTsb ^UUTa) Naylor Aff. Ex. 65.
116 See Perlegos v. Atmel Corp., 2007 WL 475453, at *16 n.119 (Del. Ch. Feb. 8, 2007)
&pNHO_TRXP[ R^\\XccTTb WPeT ]^c QTT] eXTfTS Pb rX]ST_T]ST]cs fWTaT( . . . ( \T\QTabs
independence was materially affected because they stood to benefit in some form. . . .
117 Klein had clearly formed that expectation in his mind as of March 31, 2012 when he declined
the additional $150,000 offered to him by the Board for his work on the Special Committee. He
wrote later that he believed the compensation then was premature.
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VT]TaP[ ad[T( P SXaTRc^asb UX]P]RXP[ X]cTaTbc X] WXb or her fees is not disqualifying

unless those fees are substantial.118

A[TX]sb bdQYTRcXeT Tg_TRcPcX^] ^U P _^bbXQ[T Q^]dbosubstantially in excess

of the amount originally approved or ever contemplated by the Boardoraises a

bTaX^db `dTbcX^] aTVPaSX]V A[TX]sb motivation for completing a deal. SEPTA cites

In re Tele-Communications, Inc. Shareholders Litigation119 for the proposition that

cWT R^\_T]bPcX^] ^U P b_TRXP[ R^\\XccTT \T\QTa cWPc Xb pR^]cX]VT]c( P\QXVd^db(

or otherwise uncertain, raises a triable issue of material fact as to what each

member anticipated in the event the Special Committee approved the

transaction.q120 In Goodwin, two directorss subjective expectancy of future

T\_[^h\T]c PUcTa P RWP]VT X] R^]ca^[ fPb pbdUUXRXT]c TeXST]RT c^ VT]TaPcT P caXPQ[T

XbbdT ^U UPRcq aTVPaSX]V fWTcWTa cWT _^cT]cXP[[h bT[U-X]cTaTbcTS SXaTRc^abs

pTg_TRcPcX^]b R^]bcXcdcTS a material interest in the merger not shared by the

bc^RZW^[STab)q121 In contrast, the Court P[b^ WT[S cWPc P cWXaS SXaTRc^asb bdQYTRcXeT

expectancy in a future consulting agreement with the financial buyer did not create

a triable issue of fact whether thT pNSXaTRc^aO WPS P \PcTaXP[ bT[U-interest in the

118 See Cinerama, Inc. v. Technicolor, Inc., 663 A.2d 1156, 1169 (Del. 1995); see also Orman v.
Cullman( 13. 6),S /( ., ]) 0, &9T[) 8W) ,**,' &]^cX]V cWPc VT]TaP[[h SXaTRc^abs UTTb S^ ]^c
establish a material interest, but fPa]X]V cWPc cWT p8^dacsb eXTf ^U cWT SXb`dP[XUhX]V TUUTRc ^U
such fees might be different if the fees were shown to exceed materially what is commonly
d]STabc^^S P]S PRRT_cTS c^ QT P dbdP[ P]S Rdbc^\Pah SXaTRc^asb UTT)q')
119 2005 WL 3642727 (Del. Ch. Dec. 21, 2005).
120 Id. at *5.
121 Goodwin, 1999 WL 64265, at *25.
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\TaVTaN(Oq122 notwithstanding that the director and the buyer had negotiated over

the agreement during the sale process. In so holding, the Court explained that the

plaintiff had not alleVTS cWPc cWT p_^cT]cial sums [the director] would have received

from the consulting agreement would have, in the context of his annual income and

net worth, been of such value to have made it difficult for him to examine the

\TaVTa ^] cWT QPbXb ^U Xcb \TaXcb c^ NcWT R^\_P]hsbO bc^RZW^[STab P[^]T)q123

Klein may have had, at all times, an unremitting focus to obtain the highest

reasonably attainable price. His desire for personal aggrandizement may not have

affected adversely his conduct as the chair of the Special Committee. Perhaps his

intention to seek a bonus formed only after he realized the significant disparity

between his compensation and the compensation of the advisors to the Special

Committee. Klein admittedly regarded his role in the outcome as invaluable and

second in importance only to Volgenausb.124

But Klein may have also been influenced by other desires. If he believed

that a significant bonus was likely to depend upon a completed deal, he may have

been less aggressive in negotiating with Providence and Veritas.125 It is also

122 Id. at *26.
123 The Court also observed that the director was then a senior partner at a California law firm
and had served on boards of other companies. Id. at 26.
124 Naylor Aff. Ex. 84.
125 In re 8& 5@KN )IJJ@K )IKJ& 8SCIF?@K *@KDO& 2DMDB&, 52 A.3d 761, 780 (Del. Ch. 2011), <AAS?

sub nom. Ams. Mining Corp. v. Theriault, 51 A.3d 1213 (Del. 2012) (noting that a director may
]^c WPeT pR^]bRX^db[h [given] X]q Qdc WT pfPb [Tbb cWP] XSTP[[h bXcdPcTS c^ _aTbb WPaSq VXeT] WXb
representation of a significant stockholder and his role as member of the special committee).
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possible that A[TX] \Ph WPeT QTT] bdQc[h \^cXePcTS c^ UPe^a K^[VT]Pdsb X]cTaTbc

because he knew that a significant bonus was dependent upon receiving

K^[VT]Pdsb R^]bT]c) Indeed, when Klein pressed his case for why he was

deserving of a substantial reward, he specifically referred to completing a deal with

the QdhTa cWPc f^d[S aTcPX] HG6sb ]P\T( eP[dTb( P]S Rd[cdaT P]S p[TPbc PSeTabT[h

affect HG6sb UP\X[h ^U [^]V cX\T Tmployees.q126

If Klein were any other member of the Special Committee, there would be

concern over whether his self-interest in the outcome affected the sale process.

6[cW^dVW WT fPb ]^c P pST UPRc^ ^]T \P] R^\\XccTT(q A[TX] R[TPa[h had a

predominant role in the negotiations. In a merger involving a controlling

stockholder, the pR^\_^bXcX^] ^U cWT b_TRXP[ R^\\XccTT Xb ^U RT]caP[ X\_^acP]RTq

because it represents the interests of the minority stockholders.127 The

X]ST_T]ST]RT ^U TPRW \T\QTa Xb cWT psina qua non of the entire negotiation

_a^RTbb)q128 Especially in a case where the special committee is composed of only

one director, the standard of independence requires that the \T\QTa( p[XZT 8PTbPasb

fXUT( c^ QT PQ^eT aT_a^PRW)q129 HX\X[Pa[h( A[TX]sb X]ST_T]ST]RT P]S

disinterestedness is of central importance to the functioning and cleansing effect of

the Special Committee.

126 Naylor Aff. Ex. 84.
127 Gesoff v. IIC Indus., Inc., 902 A.2d 1130, 1145-46 (Del. Ch. 2006).
128 Id. at 1146.
129 Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
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Unlike in In re Tele-Communications, Inc., where the board approved a plan

X] PSeP]RT c^ paTPb^]PQ[h R^\_T]bPcT cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTT(q130 the Board here

never approved a plan upfront to compensate the Special Committee members on a

R^]cX]VT]c QPbXb( ]^a SXS Xc VaP]c A[TX]sb aT`dTbc)131 ?] cWPc aTb_TRc( A[TX]sb _^bc-

merger agreement request may have been merely wishful thinking, but that does

necessarily mean cWPc A[TX]sb X]cTaTbc X] cWT CTaVTa fPb ]^c \PcTaXP[ c^ WX\)

IWT bdQYTRcXeT bcP]SPaS Xb dbTS fWT] STcTa\X]X]V fWTcWTa P SXaTRc^asb

financial self-interest in a merger is material.132 Ordinarily, the prospect of

receiving $1.3 million would be material,133 but Klein specifically requested that

the entire bonus go to two charities with which he was affiliated. Thus, in order to

find that Klein had a material self-interest in the Merger, the Court would have to

conclude that, had the bonus been distributed to A[TX]sb PUUX[XPcTS RWPaXcXTb( WT

would have materially benefited in some way from donating the money. Although

Klein serves as a board member on his affiliated charities, there is no evidence in

the record that Klein would have received any backdoor remuneration, measured in

dollars or accolades, for a donation made because of him.

130 In re Tele-)IGG>SHL% /H>&, 2005 WL 3642727, at *5.
131 Klein may not have been granted his request, but it appears as if some Board members were
X] UPe^a ^U Xc) ?] UPRc( Fa^eXST]RTsb bca^]V ^QYTRcX^] c^ A[TX]sb Q^]db P__TPab c^ QT cWT aTPbon it
was denied.
132 See Orman, 794 A.2d at 24 n.48.
133 See Orman( 13. 6),S Pc -+ &]^cX]V cWPc Xc f^d[S QT p]PjeT c^ bPh( Pb a matter of law, that
$3.3 \X[[X^] Xb X\\PcTaXP[q')
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That Klein wrote a well-thought-out memorandum to explain why he was

deserving of the bonus would suggest that it was material to him. However, that is

not enough to raise a triable issue of material fact or rebut the presumption that

Klein is independent. The Plaintiff has failed to set forth other facts showing that

cWT aT`dTbcTS Q^]db f^d[S WPeT QTT] \PcTaXP[ c^ WX\) A[TX]sb aT`dTbc cWPc cWT

bonus be paid to charity, rather than to himself, strongly suggests that the monetary

payment was not material to him.134 Perhaps Klein sought the donation to obtain

accolades or enhance his prestige. That type of interest is not easily measured, and

SEPTA has not proffered any facts in support of that theory. Without more, the

Court declines to conclude that there is a dispute of material fact that Klein had a

material self-interest in the Merger.

Equally important to that conclusion is that there is no other evidence in the

record that Klein was otherwise self-interested in the Merger or favored

K^[VT]Pdsb P[[TVTS X]cTaTbc X] P STP[ fXcW Fa^eXST]RT) ?]STTS( cWPc Q^cW

Providence and Veritas complained that the Special Committee was dragging the

process along is perhaps some evidence that Klein was not less aggressive in the

]TV^cXPcX^]b c^ T]bdaT cWPc P STP[ fPb R^\_[TcTS) C^aT^eTa( A[TX]sb \T\^aP]Sd\

134 The record reflects that Klein had been a partner in a major law firm, currently sits on the
board of two companies, had received millions of dollars from his service as a director, and,
received, in the Merger, millions of dollars for his SRA shares. Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at E-
2.
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suggests that he would have likely requested a bonus regardless of whether a deal

was done with Providence or some other buyer.135

The Plaintiff has also failed to proffer evidence that A[TX]sb X]cTaTbc X]UTRcTS

the Special C^\\XccTT Pb P fW^[T) IWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTTsb [TVP[ P]S UX]P]RXP[

advisors were not tainted by their relationship with Klein or by their compensation

structure.136 They were rationally selected because of their location, competence,

and lack of any prior relationship to SRA.137 A[TX]sb TUU^ac c^ R^\_T]bPcT

Kirkland for a job well done was not inconsistent with his fiduciary duties,

especially because AXaZ[P]Ssb SXbRaTcX^]Pah Q^]db fPb R^]cT\_[PcTS Qh the terms

^U AXaZ[P]Ssb T]VPVT\T]c.138 <dacWTa\^aT( AXaZ[P]Ssb XST]cXUXRPcX^] ^U P _^cT]cXP[

135 A[TX]sb aT`dTbc U^r at least $1.3 million far exceeded what the Board had ever contemplated
and what Kirkland had advised was customary. Naylor Aff. Ex. 81 (chart prepared by Kirkland
bW^fX]V b_TRXP[ R^\\XccTT \T\QTasb R^\_T]bPcX^] _PRZPVTb( ]^]T ^U fWXRW TgRTTSTS
$108,250). This type of request or expectation raises serious concerns about the objectivity of a
special committee member. One can easily imagine how this practice, if adopted, could be
fraught with potential abuse, especially when it is not disclosed to shareholders and directors
who might have thought such significant compensation material; if nothing else, it likely would
have generated envy.
136 See In re Smurfit-8MIH@ )IHM<DH@K )IKJ& 8SCIF?@K 2DMDB&, 2011 WL 2028076, at *23 (Del. Ch.
CPh ,*( ,*++' &p8ontingT]c UTTb U^a ) ) ) PSeXb^ab ) ) ) PaT b^\TfWPc ra^dcX]Ts P]S _aTeX^db[h
have been upheld by Delaware courts. Moreover, a sale process is not unreasonable under
Revlon merely because a special committee is advised by a financial advisor who might receive a
large contingent success fee, even if the special committee ib R^]bXSTaX]V ^][h ^]T QXSSTa)q' IWT
Plaintiff cites In re Tele-Communications, Inc. Shareholders Litigation for the proposition that
contingent payments to a financial advisor of the special c^\\XccTT RaTPcT P pbTaX^db XbbdT ^U
\PcTaXP[ UPRcN)Oq 2005 WL 3642727, at *10. In that case, however, the contingent fee was for
$40 million, while here, Houlihan stood to receive an estimated contingent fee of $8.4 million (of
a total $10 million in compensation) and Kirkland received a discretionary bonus of $1 million.
Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 38.
137 See Naylor Aff. Ex. 10 (Gilburne Dep.) at 121, 124.
138 Without more, the Court declines to conclude that this is a material fact showing that Klein
was purposely trying to enrich Kirkland. It is well within the business judgment of a Board to
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XbbdT fXcW KTaXcPbs ]TTS c^ ^QcPX] _Pac]TabWX_ R^]bT]cb c^ UX]P]RT Xcb _a^_^bTS

merger does not imply that Kirkland or Klein was favoring Providence. Indeed,

cWTaT Xb ]^ TeXST]RT X] cWT aTR^aS cWPc cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTTsb R^]RTa] &^a

AXaZ[P]Ssb R^]RTa]' fPb _aTcTgcdP[) ?] UPRc( cWT aTR^aS R^]cPX]b P\_[T TeXST]RT

that the Special Committee (including Klein) would have voted in favor of either

Veritas or Providence given the value of the bids on the table.

In summary, the Court concludes that there is no genuine issue of material

fact as to whether Klein had a material self-interest in the Merger. Furthermore,

there is no triable issue of material fact that any interest of Klein did not infect the

process and deliberations of the Special Committee.

(b) Did Klein or Volgenau Dominate the Special Committee?

SEPTA further asserts that the Special Committee was dominated or

controlled by Klein or Volgenau. However, there is no basis in the record for

either assertion. With respect to Klein, the record does not imply that Klein was a

pST UPRc^ ^]T \P] R^\\XccTT)q139 To be sure, Klein, as chair of the committee,

functioned as its leader and played a predominant role in the negotiations. Yet,

=X[Qda]T cTbcXUXTS cWPc A[TX] paTVd[Pa[h aT_^acTS QPRZ c^ cWT Q^PaS P]S b^[XRXcTS

determine appropriate compensation for advisors. The prior relationships between Klein and the
representatives of Kirkland and Houlihan are not sufficient evidence to raise a question of
material fact as to whether Klein was willing to risk his reputation to enrich other individuals
with whom he sat on the Shakespeare Theatre Company board.
139 F[)sb 7a) ,)
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X]_dc)q140 The record shows that the Special Committee members were involved in

the sale process and deliberations. They attended numerous Special Committee

meetings and calls, participated in discussions, and voiced their views on various

issues. To cite one specific example, all of the Special Committee members

participated in the selection and R^\_T]bPcX^] ^U cWT R^\\XccTTsb [TVP[ P]S

financial advisors.

LXcW aTb_TRc c^ K^[VT]Pd( H;FI6 PbbTacb cWPc WT WPS pb_TRXP[ X]cTaTbcb

bT_PaPcT Ua^\ cW^bT ^U cWT _dQ[XR bc^RZW^[STabq P]S cW^bT X]cTaTbcb pfTaT _Ta\XccTS

to dominate the Special Committee process)q141 There is no dispute that

K^[VT]Pdsb X]cTaTbcb X] cWT CTaVTa fTaT PSSaTbbTS Qh cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTT

through the establishment of a bifurcated process in which Volgenau met with

interested bidders. That decision was reasonable given that Volgenau, as the

controlling stockholder, had the right to vote his shares as he wished. In that way,

K^[VT]Pdsb X]cTaTbc X] _aTbTaeX]V HG6sb eP[dTb P]S Rd[cdaT X]U[dT]RTS fWTcWTa P

transaction might be possible. But the Plaintiff fails to cite any material evidence

that Volgenau dominated the Special Committee process to achieve a transaction

with Providence.

6b TeXST]RT cWPc K^[VT]Pdsb X]U[dT]RT X]UTRcTS cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTT

process, the Plaintiff points to how Volgenau had unauthorized discussions with

140 Naylor Aff. Ex. 10 (Gilburne Dep.) at 174.
141 Pl.sb 7a) 0.)
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Providence after the formation of the committee.142 The record, however, reflects

that these limited, incidental contacts were harmless.143 SEPTA further contends

cWPc K^[VT]Pdsb PRRT_cP]RT ^U P _a^\Xbb^ah ]^cT X] TgRWP]VT U^a P WXVWTa QXS

favored Providence. While his acceptance of the note helped Providence match

KTaXcPbs QXS( Xc fPb P[b^ X] cWT QTbc X]cTaTbc ^U cWT \X]^aXch bc^RZW^[STab QTRPdbT(

ultimately, it forced Veritas to increase its offer. Moreover, Volgenau had

previously agreed to increase his rollover amount from $100 million to

$150 million to allow Veritas to increase its offer.

In addition, SEPTA argues that Volgenau sought to undermine the

R^\_TcX]V QXS Ua^\ KTaXcPb Qh bT]SX]V P] d]U[PccTaX]V PacXR[T PQ^dc KTaXcPbs

chairman to Klein and the Special Committee. But this is not the type of behavior

that one could reasonably characterize as an underhanded attempt to influence the

sale process. Volgenau was merely relaying information he had obtained about

Veritas to the Special Committee. Finally, the Plaintiff contends that the go-shop

142 Naylor Aff. Exs. 133-36 (emails of Providence representatives). These emails note that
representatives of Providence had spoken with Volgenau on various occasions. However, none
of them provides material evidence that Volgenau was interferinV fXcW cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTTsb
process or negotiating with Providence on price.
143 A[TX] P]S HcP\Pb \Tc fXcW K^[VT]Pd c^ SXbRdbb cWT pP__a^_aXPcT X]cTaPRcX^] NWT bW^d[S WPeTO
fXcW _a^_^bTS QXSSTab)q =X[\^aT 6UU) ;g) ,* &CX]dcTb ^U cWT D^eT\QTa 3( ,*+* H_ecial
8^\\XccTT \TTcX]V') K^[VT]Pd cTbcXUXTS cWPc4 pIWTh c^[S \T cWPc ? f^d[S n that I could not
engage in the negotiation process and that I would have limited information about what the
special committee was doing and that I could not interfere in the s_TRXP[ R^\\XccTT _a^RTbb)q
Naylor Aff. Ex. 3 (Volgenau Dep.) at 142, 150, 164. In one instance where Providence
R^\\d]XRPcTS P] X]RaTPbTS ^UUTa c^ K^[VT]Pd( WT pSdcXUd[[h aT[PcTSq cWT ^UUTa c^ cWT Special
Committee. Naylor Aff. Ex. 1 (Klein Dep.) at 168. DiPT]cX\P cTbcXUXTS cWPc4 pE]RT cWT b_TRXP[
committee was formed and took over the process, Dr. Volgenau was very, very careful about any
SXbRdbbX^]b PQ^dc cWT _a^RTbb)q Naylor Aff. Ex. 8 (DiPentima Dep.) at 268.
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was, in effect, a sham because Volgenau had been assured that there were no

instances of a disruptive bid emerging from a go-shop where the company being

sold had a controlling stockholder.144 This fact, however, does not establish that

the go-shop was a sham or that Volgenau was disloyal or dominated the Special

Committee.

In contrast to the immaterial evidence and unsupported assertions proffered

by the Plaintiff, the record has ample substantive evidence that Volgenau did not

dominate the Special Committee to force a transaction with Providence. It

bargained hard against Providence, forcing it to increase its bid from $27.25 per

share to $31.25 per share. Moreover, the Special Committee repeatedly rejected

Fa^eXST]RTsb aT`dTbcb U^a TgR[dbXeXch P]S TeT] VaP]cTS TgR[dbXeXch c^ KTaXcPb) ?c

solicited a plethora of other financial and strategic sponsors to participate in the

bidding process, even though Volgenau had initially expressed concerns about

strategic buyers.

In conclusion, there is no dispute of material fact that the Special Committee

functioned independently of Volgenau and Klein or that Klein was self-interested.

Thus, the Merger was recommended by a disinterested and independent special

committee. The record also establishes that the Special Committee was fully

functioning and had authority to select its advisors freely. Moreover, it had the

144 F[)sb 7a) -,)
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authority to recommend or not to recommend any transaction. The record also

reflects that the SRA Directors were fully informed and exercised due care in

approving the Merger.145 Thus, there is no triable issue of material fact that they

did not breach their duty of care in negotiating and recommending the Merger.

3. Was the Merger Approved by a Non-waivable Majority of the
Minority Vote?

A fully informed, non-waivable majority of the minority vote affords

minority stockholders the ability to protect themselves from an unfair deal by

vetoing a transaction. When combined with an independent and disinterested

special committee that functions as a bargaining agent empowered to negotiate for

the highest price reasonably attainable, minority stockholders in a third-party

transaction are afforded robust protections justifying review under the business

judgment standard. But in order for a majority of the minority vote to be

effective, stockholders must be fully and accurately informed. Although SEPTA

does not dispute that the Merger was subject to a non-waivable majority of the

145 In the context of a mTaVTa( cWT Sdch ^U RPaT aT`dXaTb cWPc P SXaTRc^a pPRc X] P] X]U^a\TS P]S
deliberate manner in determining whether to approve an agreement of merger before submitting
cWT _a^_^bP[ c^ bc^RZW^[STab)q Smith v. Van Gorkom, 488 A.2d 858, 873 (Del. 1985), overruled
on other grounds by Gantler v. Stephens, 965 A. 2d 695 (Del. 2009). Director liability is
predicated on the concept of gross negligence. Id. Gross negligence has been defined as
paTRZ[Tbb X]SXUUTaT]RT c^ ^a P ST[XQTaPcT SXbaTVPaS ^U cWT fW^[T Q^Sh of stockholders or actions
fWXRW PaT fXcW^dc cWT Q^d]Sb ^U aTPb^])q Benihana of Tokyo, Inc. v. Benihana, Inc., 891 A.2d
150, 192 (Del. Ch. 2005), <AAS?, 906 A.2d 114 (Del. 2006) (internal quotation marks omitted).
SEPTA has not set forth any material evidence showing that the SRA Directors were uninformed
or acted with gross negligence in negotiating and approving the Merger. To the contrary, the
record shows that the Board was informed and exercised due care in approving the Merger.
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minority vote,146 it nonetheless contends that the minority stockholders were not

fully informed.147 In response, the Defendants argue that SEPTA has waived its

disclosure claims. They further assert that the proxy was not misleading and did

not omit material facts.148

SEPTA contends that SRA omitted material information from the proxy or

made misleading disclosures therein. First, it complains about the lack of

SXbR[^bdaT aTVPaSX]V K^[VT]Pdsb \TTcX]V fXcW Fa^eXST]RT QTU^aT cWT U^a\PcX^] ^U

the Special Committee, particulaa[h( 9XFT]cX\Psb a^[T X] cWT _aT[X\X]Pah

discussions.149 Similarly, it contends that the proxy should have disclosed that

Volgenau knew that the go-shop was unlikely to produce a topping bid and that

K^[VT]Pd P]S H[^P]T ZT_c Fa^eXST]RT P__aXbTS ^U HG6sb QXS for EIG.150

146 See F[)sb 7a) 12-75; Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 2.
147 SRA submitted the preliminary proxy statement to the SEC on April 18, 2011. SEPTA
claimed that the preliminary proxy contained material omissions regarding, among other things,
K^[VT]Pdsb \TTcX]Vb fXcW _^cT]cXP[ QXSSTab P]S Fa^eXST]RTsb aT[PcX^]bWX_ fXcW >^d[XWP]) H^\T
^U cWT F[PX]cXUUsb X]XcXP[ SXbR[^bdaT P[[TVPcX^]b fTaT \^^cTS Qh HG6sb STUX]XcXeT _a^gh bcPcT\T]c(
Compl. ¶ 104, which was sent to stockholders on June 15, 2011. On July 8, 2011, SRA made
supplemencP[ SXbR[^bdaTb c^ PSSaTbb cWT F[PX]cXUUsb PSSXcX^]P[ R^]RTa]b) 6\^]V ^cWTa cWX]Vb( cWT
_a^gh R^]cPX]TS P STcPX[TS WXbc^ah ^U cWT CTaVTa P]S cWT 7^PaSsb aTR^\\T]SPcX^] c^ e^cT X]
UPe^a ^U cWT caP]bPRcX^]) E] @d[h +/( ,*++( HG6sb \X]^aXch bWPaTW^[STab P__roved the Merger,
with approximately 81.3 percent of the outstanding disinterested shares (99.7 percent of the total
disinterested voting shares) approving the transaction. Gilmore Aff. Ex. 67 (July 15, 2011 SRA
Press Release).
148 Reply Br. in Supp. of thT HG6 9TUb)s C^c) U^a Hd\\) @) +3) IWT 8^dac ]TTS ]^c PSSaTbb cWT
9TUT]SP]cbs fPXeTa PaVd\T]c)
149 In addition, the Plaintiff contends that the substance of the meetings between Volgenau and
Providence was misleadingly portrayed by the proxy.
150 F[)sb 7a) 14.
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Second, the Plaintiff asserts that the pa^gh UPX[b c^ SXbRdbb Ud[[h A[TX]sb

expectation and demand for additional compensation and the allegedly

pR^]cX]VT]cq Pb_TRc ^U AXaZ[P]Ssb R^\_T]bPcX^])151 Third, SEPTA contends that

the proxy should have disclosed why Veritas decided to withdraw its bid. Fourth,

it contends that the proxy omitted material information relating to how the Board

STcTa\X]TS cWPc cWT CTaVTa R^]U^a\TS c^ cWT T`dP[ caTPc\T]c _a^eXbX^] X] HG6sb

charter or why the Board allowed Volgenau to obtain consideration different from

what the minority stockholders received. Fifth, and finally, the Plaintiff asserts

that the proxy failed to disclose that CitiGroup, which advised Providence in the

CTaVTa( WPS QTT] _aTeX^db[h PSeXbX]V HG6sb study team.152

J]STa 9T[PfPaT [Pf( SXaTRc^ab ^U P 9T[PfPaT R^a_^aPcX^] pPaT d]STa P

fiduciary duty to disclose fully and fairly all material information within the

Q^PaSsb R^]ca^[ fWT] Xc bTTZb bWPaTW^[STa PRcX^])q153 The Plaintiff has the burden

of showing that an omitted fact is material.

An omitted fact is material if there is a substantial likelihood that a
reasonable shareholder would consider it important in deciding how to
vote. . . . Put another way, there must be a substantial likelihood that
the disclosure of the omitted fact would have been viewed by the

151 Id. at 73.
152 Id.
153

'KHIF? O& 8I>SR AIK 8<O& (<H>IKJ&% /H>., 650 A.2d 1270, 1277 (Del. 1994) (internal quotation
marks omitted). When the board makes partial disclosures, it is obligated to provide
bc^RZW^[STab fXcW P] pPRRdaPcT( Ud[[( P]S UPXa RWPaPRcTaXiPcX^])q Id. at 1280.
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reasonable investor as having significantly altered the total mix of
information made available.154

Importantly, 9T[PfPaT [Pf S^Tb ]^c aT`dXaT cWPc R^\_P]XTb pQdah cWT bWPaTW^[STab

in an avalanche of trivial information)q155 D^a S^Tb Xc aT`dXaT P p_[Ph-by-play

description of every consideration or action taken by a Board.156

First, the Plaintiff claims that the proxy contained misleading statements and

omitted material information regarding the exploratory meetings between

Volgenau (and SRA management) and Providence. The proxy discloses an

overview of those discussions but, according to SEPTA, it lacks important details.

It is not obvious, and the Plaintiff has not explained, why disclosure of

DXFT]cX\Psb a^[T X] cW^bT \TTcX]Vb f^d[S WPeT QTT] X\_^acP]c c^ P aTPb^]PQ[T

shareholder in deciding how to vote.157 Similarly, that Volgenau was informed by

Providence that the go-shop was unlikely to result in a topping bid is not a fact that

would significantly alter the total mix of information made available. Finally,

HG6sb STRXbX^] c^ d_SPcT Fa^eXST]RT ^] Xcb QXS U^a ;?= Xb ]^c _PacXRd[Pa[h

surprisingly or noteworthy given that Providence had expressed an interest in

acquiring the Company. This type of play-by-play disclosure would not have been

important to a reasonable stockholder. In addition, the Plaintiff has not shown

154 Zirn v. VLI Corp., 621 A.2d 773, 778-79 (Del. 1993) (internal quotation marks omitted)
(quoting TSC Indus., Inc. v. Northway, Inc., 426 U.S. 438, 449 (1976)).
155 TSC Indus., Inc., 426 U.S. at 448-49.
156

/H K@ )IB@HM% /H>& 8SCIF?@K 2DMDB&, 7 A.3d 487, 511-12 (Del. Ch. 2010).
157 The fact that DiPentima is a former executive of SRA does not necessarily make his
participation in the preliminary discussions material to a shareholder in deciding how to vote.
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what meetings were omitted or explained why those meetings or the contents of

those meetings were material.158 Thus, there is no dispute of material fact that the

stockholders were adequately informed of the early meetings between Providence

and Volgenau.

HTR^]S( bW^d[S cWT _a^gh WPeT SXbR[^bTS A[TX]sb Tg_TRcPcX^] ^U PSSXcX^]P[

compensation after the merger agreement was signed, even though he never

received it? Importantly, the proxy fully and accurately discloses the

compensation that Klein actually received and notes that it was not contingent

upon the completion of the Merger.159 Under these circumstances the disclosure of

A[TX]ss wishful thinking is not likely to alter significantly the total mix of

information available to shareholders.160 Moreover, SRA need not disclose why it

STR[X]TS A[TX]sb aT`dTbc QTRPdbT cWPc _[PX][h aXbZb X]d]SPcX]V bc^RZW^[STab fXcW

unnecessary information.161 IWT F[PX]cXUU P[b^ R^\_[PX]b PQ^dc HG6sb UPX[daT c^

SXbR[^bT AXaZ[P]Ssb Q^]db( Qdc Xc WPb UPX[TS c^ Tg_[PX] fWh AXaZ[P]Ssb SXbRaTcX^]Pah

compensation would have been material to a reasonable shareholder. Unlike the

contingent compensation of a financial advisor, who opines on the fairness of a

158 See F[)sb 7a) 1.)
159 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 60.
160 ?U A[TX]sb Tg_TRcTd bonus had been material to him, it likely would have been material to a
reasonable shareholder.
161

8@@ /H K@ 2NE@HL /H>& 8SCIF?@KL 2DMDB., 757 A.2d 720, 736 (Del. Ch. 1999), <AAS? LN= HIG.
Walker v. Lukens, Inc.( 1/1 6),S +,12 &9T[) ,***' &]^cX]V cWPc paTquiring disclosure of every
material event that occurred and every decision not to pursue another option would make proxy
bcPcT\T]cb b^ e^[d\X]^db cWPc cWTh f^d[S QT _aPRcXRP[[h dbT[Tbb)q')
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transaction, which shareholders rely upon in deciding how to vote, the reasons for

SXbR[^bX]V P [TVP[ PSeXb^asb R^\_T]bPcX^] PaT ]^c Pb R[TPa)162 In this case,

AXaZ[P]Ssb R^\_T]bPcX^] fPb PaVdPQ[h SXbRaTcX^]Pah) Accordingly, failure to

SXbR[^bT AXaZ[P]Ssb Q^]db SXS ]^c ST_aXeT bWPaTW^[STab ^U P \PcTaXP[ UPRc)

Third, SEPTA asserts that the shareholders should have been informed of

why Veritas, at the last minute, left the auction process. The proxy only discloses

cWPc pNKTaXcPbO X]SXRPcTS cWPc Xc fPb fXcWSaPfX]V Xcb _a^_^bP[ P]S f^d[S ]^ [^]VTa

_PacXRX_PcT X] cWT _a^RTbb)q163 According to Veritas, it withdrew because it

believed that the Special Committee had been dragging it along by repeatedly

causing it to bid higher with the mistaken belief that the process was about to be

concluded.164 E]T _a^Q[T\ fXcW cWT F[PX]cXUUsb R^\_[PX]c Xb cWPc Xc f^d[S aT`dXaT

SRA to disclose the subjective beliefs, opinions, and statements of a third-party

involved in the bidding process.165 To require this type of disclosure generally

would risk disclosing speculative, inaccurate, and useless information. In this case,

the disclosure of this information would not have been important to a reasonable

162
8@@ /H K@ 'MC@KIL )IGG>SHL% /H>., 2011 WL 864928, at *8 (Del. Ch. Mar. 4, 2011)

&pHc^RZW^[STab bW^d[S Z]^f cWPc cWTXa UX]P]RXP[ PSeXb^a( d_^] fW^\ cWTh PaT QTX]V PbZTS c^ aT[h(
stands to reap a large reward only if the transaction closes and, as a practical matter, only if the
financial advisor renders a fairness opini^] X] UPe^a ^U cWT caP]bPRcX^])q')
163 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 27.
164 Naylor Aff. Ex. 53.
165

8@@ 1F<HB O& 8GDMCSL ,II? $ *KNB Ctrs., Inc., 1997 WL 257463, at *13 (Del. Ch. 1997),
<AAS?( 1*, 6),S +/* &9T[) +331' &]^ Sdch c^ SXbR[^bT pfWTaT cWT ^\XccTS material was in the form
^U ePVdT P[[TVPcX^]b _a^eXSTS c^ cWT 7^PaS Qh P cWXaS _Pachq')
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stockholder. Thus, the Court is not persuaded that SRA failed to disclose a

material fact or that the shareholders were not fully informed in this regard.166

<^dacW( cWT F[PX]cXUU R^]cT]Sb cWPc HG6 bW^d[S WPeT SXbR[^bTS pX]U^a\PcX^]

regarding how the Board determined that the Merger conformed to the equal

caTPc\T]c aT`dXaT\T]cbq X] HG6sb RTacXUXRPcT)167 IWXb pcT[[ \T \^aTq ch_T ^U

disclosure, however, is not likely to be important to a reasonable investor because

the proxy discloses the material, pertinent facts: that the Board believed Volgenau

was receiving compensation equivalent to that received by other stockholders and

what Volgenau actually received.168

IWT F[PX]cXUUsb SXbR[^bdaT R[PX\ WTaT aT[PcTb c^ Xcb PbbTacX^] cWPc cWT 7^PaS

failed to adhere to the equal treatment provision. In effect, it contends that SRA

should have disclosed information that would have shed light on whether the

7^PaS _a^_Ta[h STcTa\X]TS fWTcWTa K^[VT]Pdsb R^]bXSTaPcX^] Ua^\ cWT CTaVTa

166 The Plaintiff also claims that shareholders should have been informed of A[TX]sb PbbTbb\T]c
that Veritas would have paid more or forced Providence to do so had Kirkland not discovered the
XbbdT fXcW KTaXcPbs ]TTS c^ ^QcPX] RTacPX] _Pac]TabWX_ R^]bT]cb) IWXb PUcTa-the-fact assessment is
not a material fact. SRA had no duty to disclose possibilities of what might have happened. See
Sei=@KM O& .<KJ@K $ 7IP% 5N=FSKL, Inc., 1984 WL 21874, 10 Del. J. Corp. L. 645, 655 (Del. Ch.
+32.' &Fa^gh \PcTaXP[b p]TTS ]^c X]clude opinions or possibilities)q')
167 F[)sb 7a) 1.)
168 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 57 [T]he Volgenau Rollover Trust committed to contribute,
immediately prior to the consummation of the merger, an aggregate amount of 4,800,000 shares
of our Class B common stock to Holdco (the equivalent of a $150 million investment based upon
the per share merger consideration of $31.25) in exchange for (i) certain equity securities of
Holdco with an aggregate value of $120 million and (ii) a promissory note issued by Holdco in
favor of Dr. Volgenau in an original principal amount of $30 million, repayable solely from the
proceeds (if any) of certain contemplated subsidiary divestitures by the Company.q')
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was equivalent to what other stockholders received. However, this type of

disclosure is generally not required under Delaware law.169

Finally, the failure to disclose that CitiGroup had previously advised the

study team and was now advising Providence did not deprive a reasonable

shareholder of a material fact. The Court is not persuaded that this relationship

poses a conflict of interest or would be of particular importance to a reasonable

shareholder in deciding how to vote on the proposed transaction.

In sum, the Special Committee was comprised of independent and

disinterested directors, and the stockholders were fully informed when they

approved the Merger in a non-waivable majority of the minority vote.170 Thus, the

Court will review the Merger under the business judgment standard.

D. Did the SRA Directors Breach Their Fiduciary Duty of Loyalty?

Count I alleges that the SRA Directors breached their fiduciary duties of

loyalty and care in connection with the sale of the Company to Providence.

Specifically, the Complaint alleges that the SRA Directors failed to conduct a

paTPb^]PQ[T P]S X]ST_T]ST]c _a^RTbbN(Oq p^QcPX] cWT QTbc _aXRT PePX[PQ[T U^a cWT

bc^RZW^[STabN(Oq P]S pSXbR[^bT \PcTaXP[ X]U^a\PcX^]q X] cWT _a^gh bcPcT\T]c)171 The

169 See In re Lukens Inc.( 1/1 6),S Pc 1-0 &pXc Xb ]^c T]^dVW bX\_[h c^ _^bT `dTbcX^]b cWPc PaT ]^c
P]bfTaTS X] cWT _a^gh bcPcT\T]cq'5 In re MONY GJ&% /H>& 8SCIF?@K 2DMDB., 853 A.2d 661, 682
(Del. Ch. 2004) (noting as a general rule that proxy materials are not required to state opinions,
possibilities, or legal theories).
170 There is no evidence or allegation of coercion.
171 Compl. ¶ 26.
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8^dac WPb P[aTPSh STcTa\X]TS cWPc cWT F[PX]cXUUsb SXbR[^bdaT R[PX\b aPXbT ]^ caXPQ[T

issue of material fact. Thus, the Court need only address the price and process

claims.

Because the SRA Directors pPRcTS fXcW SdT RPaT( X] V^^S UPXcW( P]S X] cWT

W^]Tbc QT[XTUq cWPc cWTh fTaT PRcX]V X] cWT QTbc X]cTaTbcb ^U cWT 8^\_P]h( cWT

SXaTRc^abs STRXbX^]b PaT T]cXc[TS c^ pVaTPc STUTaT]RTq P]S cWT 8^dac fX[[ ]^c

pX]eP[XSPcT cWT STRXbX^]N(O ) ) ) TgP\X]T Xcb aTPb^]PQ[T]Tbb ) ) ) N^aO bdQbcXcdcT NXcbO

eXTfb U^a cW^bT ^U cWT Q^PaS XU cWT NSXaTRc^absO STRXbX^] RP] QT rPccaXQdcTS c^ P]h

rational business _da_^bT)sq172 IWdb( cWT pR[PX\b PVPX]bc cWT 9TUT]SP]cb \dbc QT

dismissed unless no rational person could have believed that (1) the Merger was

UPe^aPQ[T c^ NHG6sbO \X]^aXch bc^RZW^[STabq173 P]S &,' cWT 7^PaSsb STRXbX^]b

relating to the Merger were made with a business purpose.174

The Plaintiff asserts that the Merger price of $31.25 was inadequate and

unfair. In support of that claim, SEPTA offers expert opinion that the fair value of

172
5<K<GINHM )IGG>SHL /H>& O& 6;) 4@MPIKE% /H>., 637 A.2d 34, 45 n. 17 (Del. 1994) (quoting

Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co., 493 A.2d 946, 954 (Del. 1985)).
173 MFW, 67 A.3d at 514.
174 The so-called Revlon Sdch aT`dXaTb cWPc cWT Q^PaS ^U SXaTRc^ab pbTRdaT cWT QTbc eP[dT
aTPb^]PQ[h PccPX]PQ[T U^a Xcb bWPaTW^[STab ) ) ) )q /H K@ *IFF<K 9CKDAMR 8SCIF?@K 2Dtig., 14 A.3d 573,
595 (Del. Ch. 2010). Even if Revlon applied, the result would be the same. See, e.g., McMullin
v. Beran, 765 A.2d 910, 920 (Del. 2000); Bershad v. Curtiss-Wright Corp., 535 A.2d 840, 845
(Del. 1987) (holding that any attempt to auction the company would have been futile because the
majority stockholder could have thwarted any effort to do so); Hammons, 2009 WL 3165613,
at *9; Mendel v. Carroll, 651 A.2d 297, 306 (Del. Ch. 1994).
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HG6sb bWPaTb Pb ^U cWT CTaVTasb R[^bX]V SPcT fPb $.+-$43 per share.175 It also

PccT\_cb c^ RaXcXRXiT P]S aTQdc cWT 9TUT]SP]cbs Tg_Tacsb ^_X]X^] P]S >^d[XWP]sb

fairness opinion, both of which concluded that the Merger price was fair.

However, none of these contentions, or the facts supporting them, raises a triable

issue of material fact under the business judgment standard.

IWT CTaVTa fPb TUUTRcTS Pc P /,)2 _TaRT]c _aT\Xd\ ^eTa cWT 8^\_P]hsb

unaffected stock price and was the highest price that any party was willing to pay

after a six month public sale process and a thirty-day go-shop. During the sale

process, approximately ten financial and strategic acquirers signed confidentiality

agreements and conducted due diligence; five parties (three financial buyers and

two strategic sponsors) submitted formal indications of interest, and Veritas and

Providence engaged in a multi-a^d]S QXSSX]V R^]cTbc) <a^\ Fa^eXST]RTsb X]XcXP[

indication of interest of $27.25 per share, the Special Committee negotiated with

Fa^eXST]RT P]S KTaXcPb U^a P WXVWTa _aXRT( TeT]cdP[[h PRRT_cX]V Fa^eXST]RTsb pQTbt

P]S UX]P[ ^UUTaq ^U $-+),/ _Ta bWPaT) >^d[XWP] R^]cPRcTS a^dVW[h /* _^cT]cXP[

buyers during the go-shop, none of which submitted a topping bid. Moreover,

Houlihan, which the Board reasonably relied upon, opined that the Merger price

was fair. Finally, 81.3 percent of the total outstanding shares not owned or

controlled by Volgenau voted in favor of the Merger. In light of these undisputed

175 F[)sb 7a) -35 DPh[^a 6UU) ;g) +3 &>da[Th GT_^ac' Pc /+)
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facts, the Court can easily conclude that there is no triable issue of material fact

that a rational mind could have believed that the Merger price was fair. Thus, the

Defendants are entitled to judgment on the fair price claim.

LXcW aTb_TRc c^ cWT F[PX]cXUUsb _a^RTbb R^]cT]cX^]b( cWTaT Xb ]^ caXPQ[T XbbdT ^U

material fact that the decisions made by the Special Committee and the Board were

attributable to a rational business purpose. The Board wisely and properly decided

to form a special committee when Providence emerged as a serious bidder.176 The

STRXbX^] c^ QXUdaRPcT cWT bP[T _a^RTbb c^ UPRX[XcPcT K^[VT]Pdsb P__aoval of the

Merger was not only rational, but practical in light of his controlling interest. For

cWT aTPb^]b SXbRdbbTS PQ^eT( cWT F[PX]cXUUsb RaXcXRXb\b ^U cWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTT(

including that Klein and Volgenau dominated or controlled it, present no triable

XbbdT ^U \PcTaXP[ UPRc) ?] bW^ac( cWT HG6 9XaTRc^abs R^]SdRc fPb R[TPa[h aPcX^]P[

and guided by independent and qualified advisors. Even under enhanced scrutiny,

there is no evidence that the SRA Directors acted unreasonably or that their actions

fTaT X]R^]bXbcT]c fXcW cWTXa UXSdRXPah SdcXTb c^ PRc X] cWT QTbc X]cTaTbc ^U HG6sb

shareholders and to obtain the highest price reasonably attainable. Accordingly,

the Court will not substitute its judgment for that of the SRA Directors, whose

actions can plainly be attributed to a rational business purpose.

176 IWT H_TRXP[ 8^\\XccTTsb judgment to pursue financial buyers initially in order to safeguard
proprietary information was a rational business decision.
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E. Did Volgenau and Sloane Breach their Fiduciary Duty of Loyalty by Engaging
in Self-Dealing?

Count II alleges that Volgenau breached his fiduciary duty of loyalty by

p^__^acd]XbcXRP[[h P]S bTRaTc[h planning to take private the Company at a bargain

_aXRT)q177 Count II further asserts that Sloane, as CEO, breached that same duty

pQh dbX]V WXb _^bXcX^] c^ T]R^daPVT P]S UPRX[XcPcT cWT 7dh^dc)q178 The Court will

first examine the allegations against Volgenau, before turning to the contentions

directed to Sloane.

1. Did Volgenau Engage in Self-Dealing?

IWT F[PX]cXUUsb P[[TVPcX^]b PVPX]bc K^[VT]Pd RP] QT bd\\PaXiTS P]S Qa^ZT]

down into four components: that Volgenau (1) would only agree to a merger with a

financial buyer; (2) orchestrated a preordained deal with Providence;

(3) dominated the Special Committee; and (4) received more money than minority

stockholders from the Merger.

<Xabc( cWT F[PX]cXUUsb RPbT against Volgenau rests in part upon his admittedly

negative disposition to strategic buyers. In response, the Defendants have set forth

substantial evidence that Volgenau was willing to sell his shares to a strategic

sponsor once he became more acquainted with them. Indeed, Volgenau testified

that his feelings toward strategic sponsors changed as it became more apparent that

177 Compl. ¶ 26.
178 Id.
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cWTh aTb_TRcTS HG6sb eP[dTb ^U W^]Tbch P]S bTaeXRT P]S f^d[S aTcPX] cW^bT eP[dTb

following a successful acquisition. Whether there is a question of material fact

rests largely on fWTcWTa K^[VT]Pdsb caP]bU^a\PcX^] fPb aTP[ P]S fWTcWTa

K^[VT]Pdsb X]cTaTbc S^\X]PcTS cWT bP[T _a^RTbb)

6b P] X]XcXP[ \PccTa( K^[VT]Pdsb X]cTaTbc X] _aTbTaeX]V HG6sb p]P\T( eP[dTb(

P]S Rd[cdaTq fPb ]^c ]TRTbbPaX[h X]R^]bXbcT]t with shareholder value or the duty to

PRc X] cWT QTbc X]cTaTbc ^U cWT 8^\_P]h) 9T[PfPaT [Pf aTR^V]XiTb cWPc P R^\_P]hsb

unique culture may increase stockholder value and may warrant protection under

certain circumstances.179

Importantly, the Plaintiff has failed to point to any evidence showing that

Volgenau or his emphasis on high ethical values dissuaded a party from bidding.

In contrast, the Defendants have submitted affidavits from representatives of two

strategic bidders (Boeing and CGI) that considered purchasing SRA. The Boeing

aT_aTbT]cPcXeT aT_^acTS cWPc pK^[VT]Pd SXS ]^c STcTa 7^TX]V Ua^\ bdQ\XccX]V P QXS

U^a HG6)q180 IWT 8=? aT_aTbT]cPcXeT cTbcXUXTS cWPc K^[VT]Pd fPb pbX]RTaT[h

X]cTaTbcTS X] _dabdX]V P _^cT]cXP[ bcaPcTVXR caP]bPRcX^] fXcW 8=?(q P]S p]TeTa

179
8@@ 5<K<GINHM )IGG>SHL% /H>& O& 9DG@ /H>&, 1989 WL 79880, at *4 (Del. Ch. July 14, 1989)

<AAS?, 571 A.2d 1140 (Del. 1990); eBay Domestic Hldgs., Inc. v. Newmark, 16 A.3d 1, 33 (Del.
Ch. 2010) (noting that the corporate culture may be worthy of protection, especially where it
reasonably promotes stockholder value).
180 Aff. of John Meersman ¶¶ 12-13. The Boeing representative also averred cWPc4 p9a) K^[VT]Pd
did not indicate that he was unwilling to sell to Boeing, and he did not attempt to dissuade
Boeing from participating in the process or submXccX]V P QXS)q Id. at ¶ 11.
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indicated that hT fPb d]fX[[X]V c^ bT[[ c^ 8=? ^a P]h ^cWTa bcaPcTVXR QXSSTa)q181 The

record also reflects that Volgenau met with both strategic and financial buyers and

that the Special Committee treated the bidders equally. Moreover, the evidence

shows that all of the strategic sponsors dropped out for various reasons not related

to Volgenau, including internal factors and a concern that an attractive return could

not be achieved in light of the current market conditions in the government

services industry.

Second, there is no material evidence in the record that Volgenau

orchestrated a preordained deal with Providence that the Special Committee

merely rubber-bcP\_TS) 6b bTc U^acW X] VaTPcTa STcPX[ PQ^eT( K^[VT]Pdsb TPa[h

meetings with Providence did not render a deal with Providence a fait accompli.

Quite the opposite, Volgenau had no control over the sale process once SRA

pbcPacTS S^f] cWT a^PS ^U Tg_[^aX]V cWT _^bbXQX[XcXTb ^U bT[[X]V)q182 As the Special

Committee entertained offers from other interested buyers, Volgenau agreed to

p]^c X]cTaUTaT X] cWT XbbdT ^U _aXRTq P]S ]^c pX\_^bT conditions on prospective

QXSSTab)q183 There is no evidence in the record that Volgenau violated this

181 Aff. of Claude Séguin ¶¶ 9, 11.
182 Naylor Aff. Ex. 1 (Klein Dep.) at 32.
183 Id. at 136.
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understanding. Finally, Providence withdrew temporarily from the bidding process

in FeQadPah ,*++ QTRPdbT pfT UT[c [XZT fT fTaT P QXrd in the hand)q184

Third, as discussed above, there is no evidence that Volgenau dominated the

Special Committee. Just because a controlling stockholder has the ability to veto

any transaction does not necessarily impair the special committee process.185

Fourth, the Plaintiff asserts that Volgenau engaged in self-dealing because

he received greater per share consideration than the minority stockholders from the

CTaVTa) IWT F[PX]cXUUsb R^]cT]cX^] Xb QPbTS _aX\PaX[h ^] Xcb PbbTacX^] cWPc HG6sb

_daRWPbT _aXRT fPb pd]UPXaq P]S cWPc P UPXa _aXRT ^U HG6 fPb f^acW Pc [TPbc $.+-

$43 per share.186

J]STa HG6sb RTacXUXRPcT( K^[VT]Pd fPb T]cXc[TS c^ aTRTXeT pT`dP[ _Ta bWPaT

_Ph\T]cb ^a SXbcaXQdcX^]bq U^a WXb 8[Pbb 7 bWPaTb) 6b K^[VT]Pd Tg_[PX]TS( pNIWTO

intention at the time . . . was for the Class B holders not to receive any preferential

_aXRT U^a cWTXa bWPaTb)q187 There is no evidence in the record that Volgenau, or the

Special Committee on his behalf, ever consciously attempted to obtain more

money than the minority stockholders from the Merger. To the contrary,

184 Naylor Aff. Ex. 4 (Richardson Dep.) at 146; see Gilmore Aff. Ex. 75.
185 Hammons, 2009 WL 3165613, at *4.
186 See F[)sb 7a) /,-55. SEPTA also asserts that Volgenau received certain other benefits from
the Merger, not obtained by other stockholders. Among other things, these benefits include tag-
along rights, registration rights, preemptive rights, continued employment as Chairman, and an
Tg_[XRXc R^\\Xc\T]c Ua^\ Fa^eXST]RT c^ _aTbTaeT HG6sb Rd[cdaT ^U W^]Tbch P]S bTaeXRT) DPh[^a
Aff. Ex. 101 (Stockholder Agreement).
187 Naylor Aff. Ex. 3 (Volgenau Dep.) at 14-15.
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K^[VT]Pdsb PRRT_cP]RT ^U P aXbZh $-* \X[[X^] ]^]-recourse promissory note is

some evidence that Volgenau sacrificed his economic position for the minority

stockholders. Most importantly, it is undisputed that the Board, including

Volgenau, believed that his proceeds from the Merger were equal to or less than

that received by minority stockholders. The Board rationally made that conclusion

based on valuing Volgenadsb SXUUTaX]V U^a\b ^U R^\_T]bPcX^] c^ T`dP[

approximately $31.25 per share. Accordingly, Volgenau is entitled to judgment on

Count II.

2. Did Sloane Disloyally <PRX[XcPcT K^[VT]Pdsb 6[[TVTS HT[U-Dealing?

The Plaintiff asserts that Sloane pUPRX[XcPcTS K^[VT]Pdsb TUU^acb c^ bcadRcdaT

P] B7E fXcW Fa^eXST]RTq188 by, among other things, participating in the

exploratory meetings between Providence and Volgenau and keeping Providence

X]U^a\TS ^U HG6sb TUU^acb c^ PR`dXaT ;?=) Because Volgenau did not engage in

self-dealing or breach his fiduciary duties of loyalty and care, Sloane could not

have facilitated such conduct. Moreover, the record lacks any material evidence

that Sloane breached his fiduciary duties. Accordingly, Sloane is entitled to

judgment as to Count II.

188 F[)sb 7a) 0*)
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F. Did the SRA Directors Breach their Duty of Loyalty by Approving a Merger
that Violated 87'SL Certificate of Incorporation?

Count IV of the Complaint alleges that the SRA Directors breached their

duty of loyalty by appa^eX]V cWT CTaVTa X] eX^[PcX^] ^U cWT pT`dP[ caTPc\T]cq

_a^eXbX^] X] HG6sb RWPacTa) IWPc _a^eXbX^] aTPSb4 pNdO_^] cWT \TaVTa ) ) ) ^U cWT

Corporation . . . holders of each class of Common Stock will be entitled to receive

equal per share payments or distributions ) ) ) )q189 The Plaintiff asserts that

Volgenau violated that provision in two ways: first, by receiving different forms of

consideration; and second, because he received, through his rollover interest,

greater consideration than the public stockholders. The latter assertion is based

_aX\PaX[h ^] cWT F[PX]cXUUsb R^]cT]cX^] cWPc HG6 fPb f^acW \^aT cWP] $-+),/ _Ta

share at the time of the Merger.190

8^]caPah c^ H;FI6sb _^bXcX^]( cWT _[PX] [P]VdPVT ^U cWT T`dP[ caTPc\T]c

clause plainly permits differing forms of consideration.191 J]STa HG6sb RWPacTa(

cWT f^aS p_Ph\T]cbq Xb R^]bXbcT]c[h dbTS c^ aTUTa c^ \^]TcPah R^\_T]bPcX^](192

fWX[T cWT cTa\ pSXbcaXQdcX^]bq ch_XRP[[h Xb Pbb^RXPcTS fXcW the distribution of

189 Coen Decl. Ex. 31 (Charter) at § A.9 (italics added).
190 F[)sb 7a) 11-80.
191 See Benihana of Tokyo, Inc. v. Benihana, Inc)( 3*0 6),S ++.( +,* &9T[) ,**0') pN8OTacXUXRPcTb
of incorporation are contracts, subject to the general rules of contract and statutory
construction . . . [I]f the charter language is clear and unambiguous, it must be given its plain
\TP]X]V)q Id.
192 See 8^T] 9TR[) ;g) -+ &8WPacTa' Pc +- &p_Ph\T]c ^U bdRW Tg_T]bTb X]RdaaTS Qh cWT
?]ST\]XcTTq'( +. &pX]ST\]XUXRPcX^] _Ph\T]cb c^ P] ?]ST\]XcTTq P]S pX]ST\]XUXRPcX^] _Ph\T]cb
c^ cWT 8^a_^aPcX^]q'5 Norton v. K-8@< 9K<HLJ& 5SKL 2&5&, 67 A.3d 354, 360 (Del. 2013) (contracts
PaT c^ QT R^]bcadTS pPb P fW^[T P]S VXeT TUUTRc c^ TeTah _a^eXbX^] XU Xc Xb aTPb^]PQ[h _^bbXQ[Tq')
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securities. The common usage of these terms may encompass other forms of

consideration.193 IWT dbT ^U cWT f^aS p^aq bW^fb cWPc TXcWTa U^a\ ^U R^]bXSTaPcX^]

Xb PRRT_cPQ[T) C^aT^eTa( cWT f^aS pT`dP[q S^Tb ]^c aT`dXaT XST]cXRP[ U^a\b ^U

consideration.194

This reading is also consistent with the underlying purpose of the equal

treatment clause.195 The creation of class B stock for Volgenau was intended both

(& preclude him from receiving a premium for his shares and (& protect against a

hostile takeover; there is no evidence in the charter or the record that it was

intended to prevent him from receiving a different form of consideration. Finally,

as the Defendants persuasively argue, this interpretation comports with the public

policy of facilitating efficient transactions.196

The second issue is a closer question. In their depositions, the SRA

Directors could not recall if the Board ever specifically discussed whether

K^[VT]Pdsb a^[[^eTa X]cTaTbc fPb T`dP[ ^] P _Ta bWPaT QPbXb c^ cWT R^]bXSTaPcX^]

193 See 8^T] 9TR[) ;g) -+ &8WPacTa' Pc - &p9XeXST]Sb P]S ^cWTr distributions may be declared and
_PXS ^] cWT 8^\\^] Hc^RZq'( &pSXbcaXQdcX^]b R^]bXbcX]V ^U ^cWTa e^cX]V bTRdaXcXTb ^U cWT
8^a_^aPcX^]q'( &pSXbcaXQdcX^]b R^]bXbcX]V ^U bTRdaXcXTb R^]eTacXQ[T X]c^( ^a TgRWP]VTPQ[T U^a(
voting securities of the Corporationq')
194 Merriam-LTQbcTa STUX]Tb pT`dP[q Pb p^U cWT bP\T \TPbdaT( `dP[Xch( P\^d]c( ^a ]d\QTa Pb
P]^cWTa)q ;`dP[ 9TUX]XcX^]( CTaaXP\-LTQbcTasb 9XRcX^]Pah( available at http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/equal (last visited July 25, 2013).
195 Because the equal treatment provision is unambiguous, the Court need not examine extrinsic
evidence. But if it did, the evidence in the record supports the plain meaning of that clause.
196 Br. in Supp. of Def. 9a) ;a]bc K^[VT]Pdsb C^c) U^a Hd\\) @) -*-31.
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received by the public stockholders.197 The Plaintiff seizes upon this fact to assert

that the SRA Directors acted disloyally by consciously disregarding their duty or

by knowingly violating positive law.198

However, at the time of the Merger, the Board understood that Volgenau

was receiving equal or less consideration than the minority shareholders.199 The

\TaVTa PVaTT\T]c fPb bcadRcdaTS bdRW cWPc K^[VT]Pdsb a^[[^eTa bc^RZ &.)2 \X[[X^]

shares) was equivalent to $150 million based on the $31.25 per share purchase

price that all stockholders received.200 As reflected in the proxy, the Board

d]STabc^^S cWPc K^[VT]Pdsb X]cTaTbc X] cWT ]Tf T]cXch f^d[S ]^c TgRTTS

$150 million. Houlihan had conducted a contemporaneous valuation that

197 Naylor Aff. Ex. 6 (Sloane Dep.) at 61-62; Ex. 10 (Gilburne Dep.) at 200-01; Ex. 7 (Grafton
Dep.) at 184-85; Ex. 9 (Ellis Dep.) at 128-29; Ex. 3 (Volgenau Dep.) at 15-16.
198 See In re Walt Disney Co. Derv. Litig., 906 A.2d 27, 66-67 (Del. 2006); Se. Pa. Transp. Auth.,
2012 WL 4038509, at *3 n.+0 &pP STRXbX^] c^ RPdbT P R^a_^aPcX^] c^ cPZT P] PRc X] eX^[PcX^] ^U Xcb
certificate of incorporation would appear analogous to a decision to cause the corporation to take
an illegal act)q') IWT ch_T ^U QPS UPXcW ]TRTbbPah c^ `dP[XUh Pb P R^]bRX^db SXbaTVPaS U^a ^]Tsb
responsibilities was recently addressed in 'FF@H O& +H>IK@ +H@KBR 5SKL% 2&5&, 2013 WL 3803977,
at *7 (Del. 2013) (noting that this type of bad faith conduct lies between subjective bad faith and
gross negligence).
199 See Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 57; Naylor Aff. Ex. 10 (Gilburne Dep.) at 202-03.

Q: Is it your understanding that Dr. Volgenau received more per share, less per
share, or the same per share consideration than all the other shareholders of SRA?
A: Less.
Q: Can you explain why?
A: . . . The portion of his stock that the buyers insisted he roll over into the
acquisition, he received a number of rollover shares at the same price as the cash
being paid for shares. But the $30 million he provided in the promissory note, he
got inferior consideration to the value of the shares than all the other shareholders
did, because he was getting a promissory note that was highly risky to the tune of
$30 million. Id.

200 8^T] 9TR[) ;g) .+ &K^[VT]Pdsb GTe^RPQ[T Iadbc BTccTa 6VaTT\T]c' Pc l +( ;g) 65 =X[\^aT
Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 57.
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confirmed that $31.25 was a fair price for each share of SRA stock. When

Providence proposed the $30 million non-recourse note to Volgenau, the Special

8^\\XccTT b_TRXUXRP[[h STcTa\X]TS cWPc K^[VT]Pdsb TR^]^\XR QT]TUXc Ua^\ cWT

note would be capped at $30 million.201 Thus, despite not formally addressing the

matter, the evidence shows that the Board believed that Volgenau received equal or

less consideration than the minority stockholders.

While the actual value of a% SRA share at the time of the Merger may very

well be a dispute of material fact, the Plaintiff is seeking precision in a practice

(i.e., the valuing of enterprises) that defies exactness. Consistent with this reality

and the deference typically afforded SXaTRc^ab( cWT `dTbcX^] Xb fWTcWTa cWT 7^PaSsb

business judgment was both rational and made in good faith.

There is no genuine issue of material fact that the Board acted rationally

fWT] Xc Pbbd\TS cWPc K^[VT]Pdsb a^[[^eTa X]cTaTbc fPb T`dP[ c^ ^a [Tbb than

$150 million.202 Houlihan had opined that the Merger price was fair and, after a

201 Gilmore Ex. 55 (Minutes of the March 30, 2011 Special Committee meeting).
202 Volgenau also received certain rights or benefits from the Stockholders Agreement. He
became the Chairman of the new SRA and obtained a commitment from Providence to uphold
and preserve the values of honesty and service. However, most of the rights he received relate to
his minority interest in the new SRA and serve to protect that interest. Neither the Plaintiff nor
the Defendants attempted to value these benefits.

The inherent difficultly in valuing these rights would make it difficult for the Board to
determine whether Volgenau was receiving greater consideration than other shareholders. One
would be hard pressed to calculate the value of Pa^eXST]RTsb R^\\Xc\T]c c^ \PX]cPX] RTacPX]
eP[dTb) 6 aPcX^]P[ \X]S R^d[S WPeT QT[XTeTS cWPc K^[VT]Pdsb aXVWcb d]STa cWT Hc^RZW^[STab
Agreement were defensive in nature, and thus, necessary to preserve his rollover interest.
Perhaps most troubling is VolgT]Pdsb _^bXcX^] Pb 8WPXa\P] ^U cWT ]Tf HG6) 6b P bXV]XUXRP]c
T`dXch W^[STa X] cWT ]Tf HG6( K^[VT]Pdsb _^bXcX^] ^] cWT Q^PaS Xb [XZT[h P R^]bT`dT]RT ^U WXb
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robust sale process, no higher bid had emerged. The Plaintiff has not pointed to

P]h TeXST]RT bW^fX]V cWPc cWT HG6 9XaTRc^ab QT[XTeTS cWPc K^[VT]Pdsb a^[[^eTa

interest exceeded that amount. In fact, because the note had considerable risk and

no upside, the Board generally believed that Volgenau was receiving less

consideration. Accordingly, there is no dispute of material fact that the SRA

Directors did not consciously disregard a known duty or intentionally violate the

charter. The Defendants are therefore entitled to judgment on Count IV.

G. 9C@ *NMR IA )<K@ <H? 87'SL +Q>NFJ<MIKR 5KIODLDIH

;eT] XU cWT HG6sb 9XaTRc^ab WPS ]^c bPcXbUXTS cWTXa Sdch ^U RPaT( cWT _aTbT]RT

of an exculpatory provision authorized by 8 Del. C. k +*,&Q'&1' X] HG6sb RWPacTa

exculpates them from money damages arising from a breach of their duty of care

because they acted loyally and in good faith. Accordingly, the SRA Directors are

entitled to summPah YdSV\T]c ^] cWT F[PX]cXUUsb Sdch ^U RPaT R[PX\b on that basis as

well.203

equity holdings and a benefit to Providence (which holds two of the three seats on the board).
Under these circumstances, the Board could have rationally believed, in good faith, that
Volgenau received no greater consideration on a per share basis than what the minority
shareholders received from the Merger.
203 SEPTA has argued that the duty of care claims cannot be dismissed because entire fairness is
cWT P__[XRPQ[T bcP]SPaS( P]S cWdb( pP STcTa\X]PcX^] cWPc cWT SXaTRc^a STUT]SP]cb PaT TgRd[_PcTS
from paying monetary damages can be made only after the basis for their liability has been
STRXSTS)q Emerald 5SKL O& (@KFDH, 787 A.2d 85, 94 (Del. 2001). Given that the Court has held
cWPc cWT QdbX]Tbb YdSV\T]c ad[T Xb cWT _a^_Ta bcP]SPaS ^U aTeXTf( cWT F[PX]cXUUsb PaVd\T]c UPX[b)
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H. The Aiding and Abetting Claim

The Plaintiff asserts in Count III that Providence aided and abetted the SRA

Directorss QaTPRW ^U their fiduciary duties. An aiding and abetting claim turns on

p_a^^U ^U bRXT]cTa ^U cWT P[[TVTS PQTcc^a)q204 The Plaintiff bears the burden to show

that: (1) the SRA Directors owed a fiduciary duty to SEPTA; (2) the SRA

9XaTRc^ab QaTPRWTS cWPc Sdch5 &-' Fa^eXST]RT pZ]^fX]V[h _Pacicipated in the

QaTPRW5q P]S &.' cWT F[PX]cXUU bdUUTaTS SP\PVTb pUa^\ cWT R^]RTacTS PRcX^] ^U cWT

NHG6 9XaTRc^abO P]S NFa^eXST]RTO)q205 Because the SRA Directors did not breach

their fiduciary duties( Fa^eXST]RT Xb T]cXc[TS c^ YdSV\T]c ^] cWT F[PX]cXUUsb PXding

and abetting claim.

Even if the record contained a material fact supporting a breach of fiduciary

duty by the SRA Directors, the record does not contain facts evidencing that

Providence knowingly participated in such a breach. The following, undisputed

evidence collectively demonstrates that Providence was an arms-length bidder.206

204 Binks v. DSL.net, Inc., 2010 WL 1713629, at *10 (Del. Ch. Apr. 29, 2010).
205 Id) pA]^fX]V _PacXRX_PcX^] X] P Q^PaSsb UXSdRXPah QaTPRW aT`dXaTb cWPc cWT cWXaS _Pach PRc fXcW
the knowledge that the conduct advocated or assisted constitutes such a breach. Under this
bcP]SPaS( P QXSSTasb PccT\_cb c^ aTSdRT cWT bP[T _aXRT cWa^dVW Pa\sb-length negotiations cannot
VXeT aXbT c^ [XPQX[Xch U^a PXSX]V P]S PQTccX]V ) ) ) )q Malpiede v. Townson, 780 A.2d 1075, 1097
(Del. 2001).
206

8@@ /H K@ ,K@?@KD>ESL IA .IFFRPII?% /H>& 8SCIF?@K 2DMDB&, 1998 WL 398244, at *3 (Del. Ch.
July 9, 1998), <AAS? LN= Hom. Malpiede( 12* 6),S +*1/ &pIWXb 8^dac WPb R^]bXbcT]c[h WT[S cWPc
TeXST]RT ^U Pa\sb-length negotiation with fiduciaries negates a claim of aiding and abetting,
because such evidence precludes a showing that the defendants knowingly participated in the
brTPRW Qh cWT UXSdRXPaXTb)q')
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# There no evidence in the record that Providence and SRA, during their initial
\TTcX]Vb( WPcRWTS P _[P] U^a Fa^eXST]RT c^ p^__^acd]XbcXRP[[hq PR`dXaT HG6
at a bargain price.207

# Instead of pursuing a possible transaction with Providence, Volgenau and
the Board approved the formation of the strategic study team to assess the
strategic options available to SRA.208

# SRA _dabdTS cWT PR`dXbXcX^] ^U B^RZWTTS CPacX]sb ;?=( ]^cfXcWbcP]SX]V cWT
fact that Providence indicated that it would not pursue an acquisition of SRA
if it acquired EIG.209

# From July to mid-October 2010, discussions between Providence and SRA
ceased as SRA attempted to buy EIG.

# The Special Committee refused to commence negotiations with Providence
at their initial indication of interest of $27.25 and $28.50 per share.210

# The Special C^\\XccTTsb X]XcXP[ bcaPcTVh fPb c^ TgcaPRc Ua^\ Fa^eXST]RT P
high bid that it could use as a floor to commence an auction process.211

# The Special Committee repeatedly declined requests for exclusivity, causing
Providence to withdraw from the auction for a short period, and repeatedly
forced Providence to increase its bid.212

# SRA entered into exclusive negotiations with Veritas on the last day before
the submission of the final bids.213

207 Compl. ¶ 2,
208 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 18; Naylor Aff. Ex. 3 (Volgenau Dep.) at 47, 50, 58.
209 Naylor Aff. Ex. 4 (Richardson Dep.) at 94, 98, 101, 105; Ex. 3 (Volgenau Dep.) at 126-32.
210 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 20-21; Naylor Aff. Ex. 4 (Richardson Dep.) at 120-21.
211 Naylor Aff. Ex. 1 (Klein Dep.) at 125-27.
212 Naylor Aff. Ex. 1 (Klein Dep.) at 149, 199; Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 24; Naylor Aff.
Ex. . &GXRWPaSb^] 9T_)' Pc +.. &pLT aTP[[h UT[c [XZT fT fTaT b^ac ^U Qeing used in the process, to
VTc WXVWTa ) ) ) QXSb Ua^\ ^cWTab ) ) ) )q')
213 Gilmore Aff. Ex. 4 (Proxy) at 27; Naylor Aff. Ex. 4 (Richardson Dep.) at 164-65.
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The Plaintiff has not refuted this evidence or otherwise shown that there is a

dispute of material fact.214 Providence, therefore, is entitled to judgment on

Count III.

IV. CONCLUSION

As does MFW, this case serves as an example of how the proper utilization

of certain procedural devices can avoid judicial review under the entire fairness

bcP]SPaS P]S( _TaWP_b X] \^bc X]bcP]RTb( cWT QdaST]b ^U caXP[) Fa^eXST]RTsb

acquisition of SRA was recommended by a fully functioning, independent special

committee that was empowered to negotiate on behalf of the minority

stockholders. It had the ability to hire independent advisors and not recommend a

transaction. Fully informed shareholders voted overwhelmingly in favor of the

Merger in a non-waivable majority of the minority vote.

H;FI6sb RWP[[T]VT c^ cWT CTaVTa UP[[b bW^ac QTRPdbT there is no triable issue

^U \PcTaXP[ UPRc Pb c^ fWTcWTa cWT HG6 9XaTRc^abs QaTPRWTS cWTXa UXSdRXPah SdcXTb)

IWT 7^PaSsb STRXbX^]b fTaT aPcX^]P[ &P]S aTPb^]PQ[T' P]S \PST X] V^^S UPXcW)

Accordingly, the Defendants are entitled to judgment on all counts.

An implementing order will be entered.

214 LXcW aTb_TRc c^ cWT F[PX]cXUUsb RWPacTa R[PX\( Xc WPb ]^c _a^UUTaTS P]h TeXST]RT cWPc Fa^eXST]RT
fPb PfPaT ^U cWT pT`dP[ caTPc\T]cq _a^eXbX^] X] HG6sb RWPacTa( [Tc P[^]T cWPc cWT 7^PaS fPb
potentially violating it. See In re John Q. Hammons Hotels Inc., 2011 WL 227634, at *7 (Del.
Ch. Jan. 14, 2011) (court found no knowing participation where _daRWPbTa ]TV^cXPcTS Pc Pa\sb-
[T]VcW P]S QT[XTeTS cWPc WT fPb _PhX]V cWT R^]ca^[[X]V bc^RZW^[STa p[Tbb _Ta bWPaT cWP] cWT $,.
_Ta bWPaT aTRTXeTS Qh cWT \X]^aXch bc^RZW^[STabq')


